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The South Fulton-Fulton Civil.. will be made up of both South
tan Club has been organised het, Fulton and Fulton men.
by the Union City club, assisted
President Faulkner will preside
by Gordon H. Turner of Nashville, at the Thursday
night banquet.
• former staff member of the Toastmaster wW be Clots
Z. Joss&
Nashville "Tennessean".
past U. Governor of the Civitan,
The charter night banquet will of Union City. The pledge of albe held Thursday night, March 31, legiance will be given by Boy
at 7 o'clock at the One and An Scout Billy Simrell in his Scout
Club on East State Line.
uniform. The invocation will be
Wives of the local members and given by Rev. Allen and Mayor
approximately 100 out-of-town Milton Counce of Seuth Fulton
Civitan club members and their and Mayor Nelson Tripp of Fulton
wives, will be guests. Represent- will welcome the Civitans to the
atives of approximately 12 clubs in twin-cities.
the area will attend the banquet.
Gordon H. Terner of Nashville
The temporary officers of the will introduce the guests of the
club are: J. D. Faulkner, presi- local club. The induction of memdent; John Simrell. vice-president; bers and officers will be by George
Charles Beard, secretary; L. A. Botts of Union City, who is Lt.
Simpson. treasurer; A. W. Green, Governor for the Civitan clubs in
sergeant-at-arms; and the Rev. this district.
Hulon Allen. chaplain.
Jim Way, District Governor of
The board of directors consists Civitan from Naahville, will preof Oden W. Fowler. F.dd Corum sent the charter and will address
the group. The charter will be acand T. J. Easterwood.
Among the charter members are cepted by President Faulkner.
Bob McKnight, James Dedmon.
The benediction will be given by
Jimmy Yates, Gene Brown, Har- Bill Mann, chaplain of the Union
old Henderson, Johnny Holland. City Club.
Wendell Butts, James Redmon,
William Parker, Harold Milam.,
Bill Cashion, Harry Reams. Toni ;
Kelly, D. W. Tull. Lester S. Betty;
and Bill Gray.
Thirty charter members are expected. The club will meet in
South Fulton. but its membership
J D. Simpson has been elected
Exalted Ruler of the local Elks
Lodge. He succeeds Fred Hornra.
Other newly elected officers are:
Forrest Darnell, Leading Knight;
H. L. Bushart. Lecturing Knight;
Lawson Roper. Loyal Knight;
George C. Cal
20-year-old Harvey Johnson, Secretary; and
. Murray youth 'real ed by the Mel Simons. Trustee.
At the meeting of the lodge last
grand Jury March 8 for aiding and
abetting voluntary manslaughter. Wedrisday night there was a very
posted $2.000 bond Monday in large crowd present. A delicious
Graves Circuit Court at Mayfield oyster and shrimp dinner was
served.
and was released.
Joe Biancke, President of the
Phil Collie. also of Murray,
charged with voluntary man- State Elks Association, was prinslaughter in the hit-and-run death cipal speaker for the evening.
Willard Moore, District Deputy
of Robert Earl Nance of Fulton at
of Kentucky West. and Bill GrisMayfield December 12, is in the
Calloway County jail serving •6- ham, past state president, were
months term for assault and bat- also present.
tery. He will be turned over to
Graves County authorities upon
release from jail.
Cain's bond was signed by Leon
Collie, father of Phil Collie.
Nance died at the Fuller-Morgan
Hospital some three hours after he I A 77-year-old farmer of near
was found lying mortally wounded the Jordan community apparently
alongside the highway by his wife, burned to death Monday, east of
Delores. His right leg was badly the Mt. Zion church, when a grass
mangled, and he also suffeled e Ore be was tending got out of
severe head injury. Nance aS
without regaining consciousness.
Coroner Parry White of Union
Fast, efficient work by the Ken- City said the badly burned body of
tucky State Police and Calloway Lewis Allen Oliver was found late
County officers resulted in the ap- Monday afternoon by a neighbor.
prehension of Collie and Cain Floyd Shuck, in some woods besonic 36 hours after the accident.. side a field on the Shuck farm.
Mr. Oliver apparently over-exOfficers matched pares of an
automobile found at the scene of orted himself in attempting to
an accident with a vehicle in Leon control the fire, Mr. White said,
and suffered an attack of some
Collie's garage.
kind. He fell across a burning log
When questioned by officers. and died
there.
Collie said he and a companion.
Mr. White said he conducted an
identified as Cain, got drunk and Investigation of
the tragedy at the
that he believed the damage to the scene
Monday evening.
auto was caused when the vehicle
struck a mailbox near Benton. A
search of the area revealed no
damaged mailbox.

Simpson Named
Exalted Ruler

Murray Youth
Posts
Bond

Man Dies While
Fighting Fire

Three Injured In
Auto-Truck Crash

Gregory May
Be Candidate

Noble Greene, of May-field, veteran congressman defeated for reThree men were injured about I election two years ago, may
try to
Monday afternoon when an auto regain the First Distriet :teat in
and pickup truck collided at the the Democratic primary
May 24
State Line road and the Hickman
highway.
Trooper Tom Kilpatrick of
Union City said James H. Peeler,
34. Route 1 Hickman, driver of a
1957 Plymouth, was admitted to
Obion County General hospital in
Union City with lacerations on
By Paul Westpheling
his knees, a light arm injury and
It was pure coincidence - - my
eoesible other injuries.
trip was planned back in January
uatiert L. Hughes of Hickman, a before anyone had any inkling of
passenger m The Peeler auto- what March weather in Kentucky
mobile, suffered • scalp cut but was to be like - - but from March
was ntro adinitted to the hospital. 5 to 25, while Kentucky and Fuld. A. Elder of Union City, driver ton were haviag the worst winter
of a 1954 Ford pickup, received a In a half century, I was down in
head injury. but declined to be Puerto Rico on active duty with
hospitalized, Trooper Kilpatrick the Army. and I must say that the
said.
change was considerable!
You have most likely read elsewhere what the "Big Slam/Puerto
Pine" exercise was all about and I
won't rehash any of that except
for editorial comment (see page II)
An overflow crowd, approxi- but there are numerous sidelights
mately 350 parents, children and of the trip that are worth a story.
other interested persons interested One in particular in which I was
in the Boys Baseball Program of personally involved, has provoked
1960 for the cities of Fulton and national mention.
South Fulton attended a meeting
I left Fulton Sunday, March 6
at the Fulton City Hall Tuesday just after the first big snowstorm
night at 7:30.
had melted and drove to Ft. Bragg,
John Colley, president of the North Carolina. Monday night. arTwin-Cities Baseball program pre- riving at Bragg, I discovered that
I was one of ten Reserve Army Ofsided.
Over 180 boys registered to play ficers that had been selected by
ball. Any boy who has not had the Continental Army Command
the opportunity to register and to serve on a "aoint Information
wishes to do so has until April 5 Task Force" in Puerto Rico for
to get his registration completed. two weeks. This Information task
At the conclusion of the meet- force was made up of officers and
ing, Booster buttons were distri- men from the Army, Air Force and
buted to all prospective ball play- Navy, to handle the 400 newsers, to be sold as a means for rais- papermen, TV and radio represing part of the money needed for entatives that had been invited
from all over the U. S. to come to
this year.
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Fulton And Surrounding Area Hit
By Strong Wind Storm Tuesday Night
A wind, rain and electrical storm hit Fulton and
the surrounding communities shortly after 10 p. m.
Tuesday and damage amounting to thousands of dollars,
mostly from the wind, was reported.
The wind tore off a portion of the King Motor
Company roof, hurled garbage cans into the street and
littered the area with tree branches.
The storm continued for about an hour.

ahown above, left to right, top row are: Bobby Joe Maynard. IL
son of Mr. and Mrs. t'ornmodore Maynard, Route 2, Fulton; Teresa
Sadler, 4, daughter of Mrs. James E. Sadler of Fulton; Benny Harper,
11, son of Mr. and Mrs. James L. Harper, Highland Park, Michigan;
Bottom rye, left to right, Gary Stem. 7, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy
Stem. Varseil Street. South Fulton; Newman Lewis Brows, 7'42, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Woody Brown, Route 2, Felton; Robert Bost Gardiner,
S. an of Mrs. Robert Best Gardiner of Water Valley.
Gary Is the grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Bad Stem of Fulton and
Mr. and Mrs. Garland Murphy of Princeton. Norman Is the grandees
of Mr. and Mrs. Horace Norman of Felten and Mrs. Burley Brown of

ninon.

The glass front at the VardenGoulder Motor Company building
was blown out, and the tin roof of
the "Spot", a cafe in Missionary
Bottom, was bloym off.
The large chimney at the Kentucky Siegel factory was blown
down, crushing the boiler room,
Several barns in the area were
reported destroyed by the strong
winds, and several houses damaged. Trees and tree branches
were down over the area.
The tall neon sign in front of

Red Cross Drive In Fulton Is
Success; Almost Reaches Goal

Mrs. Sallie White, Who Recently
Turned 99, Calls Everybody Darling

All of the other patients at the
home joined the party, as is the
custom at Haws Memorial.
"There is hardly a day that goes
by that we don't celebrate someone's birthday," the nurses said.

During the month of December
they had nine birthday parties and
during March there have been
seven. Mrs. Haws bakes a beautiful birthday cake for each. There
are only two patients with the

Puerto Rico and observe the exercise. Among our group were
newspapermen and TV men /rom
New York, Washington, Cleveland,
Pittsburgh.
On Tuesday afternoon, March 8
we flew from Ft. Bragg to Ramey
Air Force Base on the island of
Puerto Rico, and from that date
on I lost complete track of time,
dates and contact with the U S.
Our group set up a big Press Center at Ramey,' another at Roosevelt Roads Naval Station and I
was sent to Isla Grande airport at
San Juan to man a Press Liaison
office there. Our three offices were
setup to handle accommodations
and to provide service for the incoming civilian Press. Radio and
TV. I was expected to provide the
newspapers, radio and TV in the
city of San Juan up-to-the-minute
information on how the exercise
was going, pictures, and and anything else they wanted to know.
In addition, our office in San Juan
operated five air shuttle flights
daily between San Juan, Barney.
and Rosey Roads carrying newsmen, Army observers, cargo, mail
and anything else needed by our
staff. One afternoon I even had to
procure two automobile tires from
the San Juan agency for a rented
car our staff was using for official
business at Roomy Roads.
Our office was a mighty busy
place. We had a very limited staff
and heavy traffic all day long,

same birthday.
We visited Mrs. White in her
room and had a delightful time.
Her roommate is Mrs. Mary
Holmes of Trezavant. Tenn.
Mrs. White was a very popular
resident of Union City for many
years, having taught a woman's
Sunday School class at the First
Methodist Church there for 40
years, and has many visitors.
When she was admitted to Haws
Memorial on Aug. 31, 1448, a
friend of hers. Mrs. Emma Coldwell of Union City. was admitted
with her. Up until Mrs. Cold(Continued on Page le)

CAPT. WESTPIRELING 'AT DESK in temporary office at San
Juan set up for airlift exercise. Office was a busy place. handling
over 10.0 air shuttle passengers in two weeks plus hundreds of
coordination details between Army, Navy and Air Force, local
press and radii&
everyday. Our first flight went out
to Ramey at 7:20 in the morning
and the last one came in from
Rosey Roads at 10:10 in the evening, seven days a week. Outside
the Coast Guard hangar was the
bright sunshine and the warm
breeze .. the swimming pools, golf
courses, palm trees, beaches. flowers, interesting city and interesting
countryside, and although I went
down there to see some of this

day night shortly after the storm
reported tree limbs blown down
along the highways in the area.
Late Tuesday night and Wednesday morning the streets were
littered in the area with garbage
cans and tree branches, hurled by
the strong winds.
And during the electrical storm
lightning struck a big tree in the
yard at the Paul Westpheling
home on East State Line.
The wind hit Sonny Puckett
Service Station hard Tuesday
night scattering cans and accessories stacked outside the station
up and down the street.

Powell Named
Scout Executive

Victor Powell of Benton, Ky.,
has been named the new district
Boy Scout executive for Obion,
Fulton, Hickman and Carlisle
counties.
Mr. Powell thus fills a vacancy
which was created over a year ago
practice and baseball.
with the resignation of James
The field will be constructed so Owens.
it can be used for Little League
ball, independent baseball, soft
ball, and football, or any other
kind of athletics.
A special fund will be set up at
the Fulton Bank and anyone wishing to contribute may contact Ray
An announcement was released
Terrell at the bank.
The club will give away a boat, today that C. D. Jones has been
motor and trailer the last of May. appointed State Vice-President of
Tickets are now being sold. They the Kentucky Jaycees.
This was one of the biggest honare three for $1.00. The money
will go to the athletic field fund. ors the local club has received. It
is almost unheard of for a club
which has been organized such a
short time to be able to make such
an impression on the state organization. Jones will be directly
responsible for the Fulton. Bardwell, Arlington, Fulton County,
The South Fulton and Union Wickliffe, Paducah, Mayfield and
City junior varsity boys and girls Murray Clubs.
basketball teams roared into Oblast
He is presently serving as InterMonday night and left a few hours Club Relation Chairman for the
later with victories tucked secure- State of Kentucky. The local Jayly under their belts in the opening cees, of which C. D. is past Presiround games of the Obion County dent, are now in the running for
the No. 1 club in the state for
Junior tournament.
Taking the floor in the first 1959 and 1960.
game of the tourney. South Fulton
C. D.' is a charter member of the
pasted the Troy girls 42-19 and Fulton Club and has been instruthen the SF boys followed it up mental in its success. He and his
with a close 35-31 win over Troy. father are associates in the 1'. T.
In the evening frame. the Union Jones and Sons Coal and Concrete
City girls outscored Cloverdale Company.
36-11 and the junior Tornado boys
followed their example and dumped the Clover boys 29-12.

Boosters Make Plans For Quartets
Appearance, New Athletic Field

Bobby's graedpareels are Mrs. Jade Maynard of Felton and Tem
Ganes of Union City. Teress's grandparents are Ira E. Sadler of
Crutchfield and Thertan Goodwin of Water Talky. Ben's grandparents are Mr. Leonard Harper of Felton and Mrs. Emma Brows of
Water Talley. Robert is the grandson of Mrs. W. L. Best of Beelerten
At a meeting of the South Fuland Mrs. Nagle Gardiner of Beelertess.
ton Booster Club last Thursday
night at the South Fulton City
Hall plans were made for the appearance of two well-known
quartets in South Fulton and for
the building of an athletic field in
South Fulton.
Ray Terrell, president, presided
The Fulton, Kentucky Red Cross Safety program, Firsi Aid classes,
at the meeting.
Chapter will be fully able to fi- and any emergency aid needed.
The -Blackwood .Brothers and
nance its community and national
FLUE FIRE WIDNESDAY
the Statesmen's Quartets will be
services in 1960-61. thanks to the
The Fulton Fire Department was at the South Fulton gym on April
public response to its annual fund
campaign, A. M. "Bud" Davis, 19- called out at 11:13 Wednesday 13, a Wednesday night, with all
morning to put out a flue fire at proceeds being used for the ath60 Chairman, announces today.
"More people than it is possible the Sidney Carver home in Rice- letic field in South Fulton.
The appearance of the quartets
to name were responsible for the vine. There was no damage rewill be sponsored by the Boosters.
campaign's success this month of ported.
Reserve seat tickets will be $1.25,
ROTARY SPEAKER
March." Mr. Davis declared, reporting that $1,480.24 has been
Marvin Sanders, South Fulton general admission. $1.00; and stucollected this far. The campaign's Civil Defense Director, was speak- dent tickets, 50 cents.
The athletic field will be logoal is $1,522.00
er at the Rotary Club luncheonAs a result of the success of meeting Tuesday at the Park Ter- cated on the vacant lot, west of
the caitapallgn. Fulton will be able race. ID, =Wed waS "Ctvil De- the elementary school which has
been used in the past for football
to continue its Red Cross Water fensc"

By Ouida Jewell
A sweet, little grey-haired lady, Mrs. Sallie White
of Union City, celebrated her 99th birthday on March
17, and had a wonderful time! She had two birthday
cakes - - one brought by a group of friends from Union
City and one baked by Mrs. M. W. Haws, owner of Haws
Memorial Nursing Home on Main Street in Fulton,
where Mrs. White is a patient.

Buck's Liquor Store was badly
bent, and there were window
panes broken out in many buildings. including the Fulton Hotel,
the I. C. Depot and the Leland
Jewell home on Carr Street.
There was considerable wind
damage reported in the Chapel
Hill Community.
Joe Davis, owner of the Fulton
Gin Company, said there was a
small amount of damage done at
the gin - to a roof and a garage.
Motorists passing through Tues-

Jones Appointed
To State Office

South Fulton
Juniors Win Games

Doctors, Wives
Honored At Dinner
The Fulton County Medical
Auxiliary held its Doctors Recognition dinner Wednesday evening
at the Park Terrace.
Invitations were extended to all
doctors and their wives in Fulton
County and members of the Medical Auxiliary.

Report From Puerto Rico: "Wish I Had Time To Enjoy Ii!"

350 Parents, Boys
Attend Ball Meeting

- cars: trade awes DLO
—aeseptheps la ES Kas

too, I never had a chance. I worked. Every afternoon we were besieged with requests for San
Juan hotel and Guest house accommodations for the incoming
visitors, which we managed via
telephone from our office. San
Juan, being the Capital and the
island's only large city, was
naturally the focal point for all
visitors before they departed back
to the States.

Even so, we had our laughs. The
first one came from Roosevelt
Roads, where the 101st Airborne
from Ft. Campbell were landing.
The 101st, a heads-up outfit geared
for speed, had been assigned a
bivouac area in the countryside
out near the Naval Station. They
solved their latrine problem quickly and efficiently by obtaining a
ditch digging machine and digging
a slit trench a mile long. Up at
Ramey. where hourly incoming
flights from the States brought in
a continuous stream of newsmen.
overnight accommodations were at
a premium. Our crew up there had
reserved a number of rooms in a
resort hotel in Aguadilla so these
civilians would have a place to
stay. When the hotel management
tightened up on their agreement
one day stating that no rooms
were available, someone "borrowed" his pass key and proceeded to
make a daytime personal inspection of the whole place to see that
he wasn't lying.
A party of Puerto Rican newsmen, radio and TV reporters were
to be flown to Ft. Bragg to observe
the operation at that point. They
got on the wrong plane at Ramey
and were taken to Charleston, S.
C. When the plane they were supposed to get on landed at Bragg.
the official welcoming party, band.
and dignitaries of the Post drove
out to meet the plane and found it
(Continued on Pare IS)

"God's Gift To You",
Theme Of Pageant

On Sunday night, April 10. at
7:15 p. m.. the First Methodist
Church will present "God's Gift
to You", an Easter pageant that
relates the story of the life of
Christ in song, narration and
scenes.
The entire production is under
the direction of Kenneth Leggett.
All of the church choirs, under the
direction of Robert Barr, will supply the music. Kenneth Turner, Sr.
will be the narrator. The production will consist of ten scenes
taken from the life of Christ.
Two stages have been constructed by Bill Stewart and Leonard
Allen to be placed on each side
of the church sanctuary. The
stages will be lighted by a combination of flood lights and a spotlight in the balcony.
Mrs. Viola Strong designed the
costumes and Scott's Floral
Shoppe is in charge of the flowers.
Charles Rice and Kay Morris are
in charge of the scenes.
Some of the music to be used,
include: "Jesu Bambino," "The
Holy City," "Lazarus," and the
finale, '"The Strife is O're."
Everyone is invited to attend.

Pick Up Your Crepe
Myrtles Thursday A. M.
Those who have placed orders
for Crepe Myrtle plants are
asked to pick them up at the
Felton Ball Park between 9 a.
m. and 12 noon Thursday.
After 1 p. m., the plants will
not be available.
The planting of the crepe
myrtle on the highways leading
to Fulton will take place
Thursday afternoon. All workers will meet at the ball park at
1 p. m. and will go from there
to their assigned location*. ..
CORAL FORMATIONS
Unusual coral formations on the
bottom of the Ohio River are
visible in the vicinity of the Falls
of the Ohio at Louisville. This also is a favorite fishing spot.

GIANT LUCKY 2-DAY SALE AT WADE'S
"Trade With Wade And Saves"

FRIDAY- SATURDAY
APRIL 1st, 2nd ONLY

jade Furn. Co.

Every Single Item Reduced

112 LAKE STREET

- KFVS-TV

WPSD-TV

• AUSTIN SPRINGS

Mrs. Carey Frields •
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Charlie
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a fine crop of early fried chickens
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Cannon in Haws Nursing Home 100 Queen for Day 9:00 Cal.
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provement at this writing.
2:30 These Roots
10:30 News
1005 Jack Parr
Down at the Col. Charlie Burrow 300 Thin Man
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12-00 Sign Off
farm some improvements have
SATURDAY. April 2
been done, a new fence has gone
3:15 Men On
3 00 The Whale
up, a potato house has been re- 6:20 News
3 30 Fla. Derby
5:30 Jet Jackson
4 00 Clow-up
paired and painted.
009 Howdy Doody 4 30 The Answer
Lassiter
and
Buton
Mr. and Mrs.
0,30 Ruff 6 Reddy
5:00 Wrestling '
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son. Leslie, were dinner guests of 10:00
10:30 Circus Bo,
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Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Lassiter the 11:00 True Story
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past Wednesday night, honoring 1130
1200 Mr. Wizard
9:30 Interpol
the first birthday of their grand- 12:10 Wld. Outdoorg10:00 Welk--Party
45 Chg -Heart
11700 Sat. Movie
son, Mark. A birthday cake dec- 121.00
Pro Playoffs 12:00 Sign Off
orated and holding 1 candle was
SUNDAY. April 3
the center appointment. Mark re- 515 Sign On
3'00 Meet the Press
ceived many nice gifts.
3.30 Golf
800 Devotional
11:15 Ham. Brothers 4 30 Elec. Special
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Bynum began 910
Christ. Sclenas 5 .00 Meet the Press
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some redecorating in their home 11415 Living Word
10:00 Faith--Today
11;110 Overland Trail
the past week which adds Much 10:30 Herald-Truth 7.00
Showcase
11:00 Amer. Odyssey
8:00 Chevy Show
in the appearance.
11 -30 Big Picture
9700 Tere•ts youne
I am visiting in the home of a 12 00 This is the Life 9:30 Theatre
sister, Mrs. B. L. Doron, and Mr. 12'30 Front. Faith 10:00 News
1 - 00 NBA Preview 10:10 Movie 9
Doron of Martin and having a nice 1.15 Basketball
iroo sign Off
visit. We have attended church toMONDAY, April 4
day (Sunday) at Bible Union Bap- 615 Sign On
3 00 Buckskin
30 Classroom-C
4 00 Adorn & The
tist Church where the Spring Re- O7:09
4 30 Ltfe-Rilvy
Today
500 Popsy.
vival begins. Rev. A. B. Adams, 9:00 Dough Re Mt
0.30 Play-Hunch
530 News
Pastor, will conduct services held 10:00
Price is Right
5.35 Weather
7:30 p. m., Mr. Ira Pierce will be 1030 Concentration 5 40 Sports
11 00 Consequences
5'45 NBC News
in charge of song service.
11:30 Could be You
6:00 Sgt. Premien
•PIERCE STATION
Mrs. Charles Lowe •
I'll bet every one is glad to see
this pretty weather and no snow
for a change.
Nice crowds attended services at
Chapel Hill and Johnson Grove
Sunday. The Spring Revival begins
at Johnson Grove to night (Monday). The public is invited. The
Pastor from Woodland Mills will
bring the message each night.
B. J. •Matthews has returned
from the Veterans Hospital and is
doing very well since undergoing
two operations.
Bert Rogers, Bill Rogers, and
Mrs. Ruth Greer have been on the
sick list.
Paula Long is doing nicely at
her home, after having her tonsils
removed at Hillview last week.
Dibble Beard spent Sunday afternoon with her.
Mr. and Mrs. Virgil Green of
Mayfield spent Sunday with her
mother, Mrs. Mettle Renfro and
sister, Mrs. John Smith and Mr.
Smith.
Mr. and Mrs. Lester Alford of
Dyersburg visited friends and relatives here Friday.
David Long spent the weekend
In McConnell with his grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. Paul Long.
Mrs. Robert Rogers and son,
-Howard, spent a few days in Memphis with their daughter and sister, Mrs. Gerald Crocker.
Miss Carolyn McNatt of Memphis spent the weekend with her
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Cecil McNett.
Mrs. Leonard Adams of Martin
spent a while Friday with Mr. and
Mrs. Bud Stem.
Mr. and Mrs. Edd Hay went to
Memphis Friday for Mr. Hay to
take his regular check up. He is
doing nicely.
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10:30 Dec- aside
11:00 Love of Life
11:30 Bearch-Tomor.
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13:20 Weather
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1960,
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8-00 News
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12:20 Weather
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5:30 News
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II:36 Weather
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5:4111 Sports
11:00 Truth Con.
5:45 NBC Nees
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oc Jim Bowie
11:011 News
8 :30 Wagon Train
111:111 Pastor Speaks
7.30 Price is SAW
12:30 Rom. Room
8'00 Perry Como
1:00 Ouren-Da•
9 00 Your Life
1:30 Loretta Young 9:30 Wichita Town
roc Dr lesion.
tO 00 Phil Silver
II:30 These Roots
14:30 News
3.00 Thin Man
10:46 Jack Parr
17:09 Sign Off

Mr. David Clark is spending a
furlough with his parents. Mr. and
Mrs. Oscar Clark and family.
David is serving with the Armed
Forces in California.
Mrs. Alfred Ledbetter spent several days this past week with her
daughter. Mrs. Loren Bizwell and
family of Cayce, Ky.
Mrs. Dorothy Brooks and sons,
Terry and Kenny, of Fulton spent
Sunday with her sister, Mrs. Ruth
Cashon and family.
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Wayne Davis
and family of Fulton spent Sunday
with her parents. Mr. and Mrs.
Ligen Welch.
Mr. and Mrs. Jimmy Pruitt and
Mr. and Mrs. Newton Smith and
family of Fulton spent Sunday
with Mr. and Mrs. Clayton Moss.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Taylor of
Chestnut Glade visited Mr. and
Mrs. Mack Brown Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth Terrell
and son of Fulton visited Mr. and
Mrs. Joe Moss Sunday afternoon.
Mr. and Mrs. Lionel Larlamme
and sons of St. Louis visited her
parents, Mr, and Mrs. Sam Welch
this past week.
Mr. Demp Gattis is attending the
Motorcycle Convention in Louisville this week.
Mr. Joe Carroll Moss recently
accepted employment with the
Wray Construction Compa
Gleason and Dresden.
Mr. Joe Thomas Harris and Mr.
James Lewis Harris are now ern-

4 00 Conquest
30 0 1. Col. Bowl
5-00 Small World
30 Tern. Century
DO lassie
6 00 Dennis Men.
7 00 Playhouse 90
30 Hitchcock
9 00 Jack Benny
9 10 Mv Line
10 00 News Special
10 - 15 Theatre
.3 • Th-ught-Week

Attends This Sale!

Phons 103

ployed by the Argo-Collier Cornpany at Martin.
Mr. and Mrs. Marvin Clark and
family of California have been
visiting her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Oscar Clark:
Mrs. Wayne Kilgore of Martin
visited her sister, Mrs. Luther T.
Caldwell Saturday.
Mr. Richard Henry Moss spent
the weekend with his sister, Mrs.
Jack Sallee and family of Martin.

ew Speed Signs
On Highway 45W
State employes Thursday replaced all 45 miles per hour signs
on the Fulton-Union City highway
(51) with new 65-55 signs. The
change was made without an official announcement.

hour.
After complaints of a "speed
trap" from motorists entering Tennessee from Kentucky last year,
the state Safety Department was
asked by local officials to eliminate the 45-mile zone. Shortly
afterward, the state made the
highway a 45-mile zone from Fulton to Union City.
Several bridges wet% undergoing
a widening process at the time but
this work now has been virtually
completed.

The 11-mile stretch of highway
Mr. and Mrs. Everett Osteen entertained with a birthday dinner was zoned at 65-55 for several
last Sunday in honor of their years, except for a short section
Try "NIEWS".ClaseillIst Ads
grandson, Tommie Joe Osteen, which was zoned at 45 miles per
who celebrated his 13th birthday.
Those on the sick list are: Mrs.
Thad Parrish and sons, James
Larry and David Cook. Mrs. Hester Arent.
Mr. Thomas Moss of Martin. son
of Mrs. Richard Moss. Sr. is hog-.
offers
pitalized at the Baptist Hospital,
an
Nashville. We wish for him
early recovery from his illness.
Cadillac Ambulance Service
Little Donna Jean Pewitt. daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Harold
Air-Conditioned - Oxygen equipped
Pewitt, Middle Road. Fulton. is
County
hospitalized at the Obion
• We have two Cadillac ambulances ready to go,
General Hospital, Union City.
We extend our deepest symday or night
pathy to the Robert Jones family
Monday.
last
loss
tragic
in their
• The Whitnel Service is a beautiful Tribute
Robert was the husband of the
former Miss Dorothy LeCorriu.
to the memory of your Loved One
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. R. L. I..eCornu. who operate the grocery
• The cost is a matter of your choice
store here Robert was well liked
it
and
knew
him
by all those that
with much sadness that we see
408 Eddings St.
Telephone 88
ich a young devoted husband and
father, as well as friend and neighbor, meet such an untimely death.

The Whitnel Funeral Home
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6.05 Weather
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At The Price Of A Table Model!
* NO PRINTED CIRCUITS
* 20,000 VOLTS PICTURE POWER
• SOUND OUT FRONT
* TONE CONTROL
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Hard of Hearing Now
Benefit from Scientific Study
of Human Eardrum!
As entirely sew beartag coacopt. Imam
so ''Tironsemo Tedheirme," nove ensibles
thou...ode el people who suffer hearlag
loss to beer clearly sad diathelly opals
with NOTHING IN RITHILIR KARI
No ear plugs, tubes,or wires are needed.
This patented hearing Inveates is ea
buteaspicuous es • pair of glimees-and
as quick and easy to put co mad take a&
Good besting remits the haehot it towhee
the heed. Sound vibration,' pees through
the mastoid process, by-paring the detective portion of the ear, sad go direct!,
to the healthy inner oar and Auditory
Nerve. Patented "Traipse° Technique"
is the result of 25 rein of study of the
human eardrum, plus .dammed elsetrona engieeerine.
It will take you jug,•few magmata 611
Sod out how new 'Traipse° Tedriquie

werw nein It pride Iew Iftemewsde el
people formerly rolled "dee," to ealey
amid
normal hmily. tiadmiss.
social lee. You is. wee it buss morning
NO sight-or whenever you wish. Developed by Lietemer Laboreteighle, originator
ef Waring glasses, this sew Usteaor soy
he corded In pocket or pane end puts.
or reasoyed tootaittly---wIthout fear of
belie nursed m. Works the Imbue II
soothes the heed. No osse seed Wow you
ere using It rashes you tell them.
Write today for year Free copy of a
scientific booklet that explains "Trinproo
Technique"-tio Met electronic whimwent In better heerlop It wit1 be seat to
you in • pleat. gamer razz end without obligation. Jeer seed • postcard to
Listener Laboratories, 70 Poet Rood.
Ossining, New Pork.

GE A SS PROGRAM
Lest year 244 Kentucky farms
participated in various phases of
the Johnson grass control and
eradication program

Mrs. L. T. Caldwell •
essamisesew

MONDAY, April 4
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FULTON

•McCONNEIL NEWS

PROGRAM SCHEDULE

PROGRAM SCHEDULE
Mr. Lee Peery made a trip to
Nashville several days ago and
had his physical check up in the
Veterans Hospital. He is doing
nicely to the delight of his many
friends over this area.
Mr. Truman Glass, Gainsville,
Fla.. and his mother, Mrs. Carroll
Glass of Mayfield spent the past
Monday as dinner guests of Mr.
and Mrs. J. Clyde Johnson.

FREE RELISH DISH
To Every Woman Who

Civil
Be 111

Local Representative:
If you prefer quicker actiouo. come in
Andrews Jewelry Store
to see us, or phone for an appoint_
merit There is no coat or obligation. 309 Commercial Phone 393

I
NOW AT

ROPER -TELEVISION„.7
306 Main St

Fulton

GLEI

Civil War Centennial Observance To
Be Held In Union City, West Tennessee
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The Fulton News, Thursday, March 31, 1960

Chester Wade, Roy Cruce, Murrell Jettress, Turner Pursell, Clyde
By An. 0. F. Taylor
Linder. and A. B. Overby represented the Society of Christian
We enjoyed some pretty weaApril 1: Mrs. Charles Sevier,
.Service of Cayce Methodist Church ther last week, although the wind Joyce Ann McDaniel, Mrs. Louise
at Tiptonville Wednesday.
was cold. But it was so much bet- Graham, Martha Taylor, Mrs.
We welcome Mr. and Mrs. Billie ter than the first part of March. Manda Dedmon, Ronnie Collier;
Atwell, who were recently marMr. and Mrs. Oliver Taylor April 2: Mrs. Jessie L. Fleming,
ried, to our town. They have taken visited in the Ernest CVthorp Wanda Batts. Monette Oliver;
an apartment with Mr. and Mrs. home Friday night.
April 3: Mrs. W. A. Warren, Mrs.
Roy Cruce.
Mrs. Esta Moore called on Mrs. Walter Mischke, Shirley Hawks,
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant and Hattie Puckett one afternoon last Mrs. Verna DeMyer, Mrs. W. A.
Clarice attended a quilting at Mrs. week.
Graham, Shirley Easley, Mrs.
Clyde Burnettes Friday.
Mr. and Mrs. Bobby Scott and Ernestine McCollum; April 4: Cora
Mrs. Edna Alexander and Mrs. daughter returned to their home Aldrich, Mrs. Lillie Wheelis, Mary
Chester Wade and Andy spent the in Ala., Monday of last week, after Kate Pewitt; April 5: Mrs. Georgia
weekend in Memphis with Mrs. visiting their parents here over the Hughes, Lynn Williamson, Mrs.
Ethel Oliver and family.
W. R. Hughes, Wendell Wade;
weekend.
Mrs. Nell Johnson has returned
Mr. and Mrs. Truman Rickman April 6: Janet Allen, Billie Holhome at'or several weeks visit visited the Carl Hainline's recent- land. Mary Cary Briggs, Jimmie
with her daughter, Mrs. Marvin ly.
Green; April 7: Sue Maynard,
Stephenson. and Mr. Stephenson
Mrs. Zel Singleton went to the Brenda Joyce Choate, Emily Walkand grandson, Gary in Louisville. Jones Clinic Saturday for a check er.
They accompanied her home Fri- up and was returned to her home
AN IMPORTANT PART of the service offered by the Kentucky
day night and returned home Sat- the same day.
Society for Crippled t'bildren is available at the Hearing and Speech
BIG FIELD DAY
Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor were
('enter in Louisville. The little girl in the picture is one of the 600 urday night.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilmer Cruce and guests in the W. L. Rowland home entary school on April 20. The outpatients sa ho have received treatment since the Center began operating
In June, 195it. The 1960 Easter Seal appeal, which opened March 21. Ricky of Lone Oak spent Saturday Tuesday, they also visited Mr. and door event will begin at 12 noon
afternoon with Mr. and Mrs. J. J. Mrs. Hub Wray, other guests of and last until 3 p. m. and will conhelm Provide such service for the people of Kentucky.
Cruce.
the Wrays were Mesdames Lexie. sist of competitive events for both
Several from our town are ill Floyd and Edith Yates.
boys and girls from each of the
in hospitals, Mrs. A. Simpson is in
Miss Constance Jones came from first six grades.
Fuller Gilliam Hospital in May- Memphis after attending the wedfield, Mrs. Bassie Burns is in the ding of Mary Lou Samuels.
BOONE STATION
Obion County Hospital in Union
Mrs. Harry Yates spent most of
Just outside Shelbyville on Ky.
City, and Mrs. Blanch Williams is Saturday in the Zel Singleton
55 is the site of Squire Boone's
Washington-Woik an unaer way died before its post-war revival. in the General Hospital in Jack- home.
Clear Creek Station, settled in
on the world's longest highway
Another road tunnel is being son. We wish them all a speedy
Mrs. Wilma Williams was guest 1779.
tunnel, which will burrow under drilled under the famed St. Bern- recovery.
of her parents. Mr. and Mrs T C
Mont Blanc to connect France and ard pass, not far from Mont Blanc.
Mr. and Mrs. Earl Holdrnan and House one day last week.
Bring Your Laundry
Italy.
This 3.5 mile bore inking Italy and family of Paducah spent the weekPACKAGE DEAL
Saturday night visitors of Mr.
To The
Scheduled for completion in 19- Switzerland shoud be completed end with her mother, Mrs. Ella and Mrs. A. A. McGuire were Mr.
FIRST SERVICE
"Coverlog everythlair
62. the tunnel will be 7.3 miles about the same time as the longer Holly.
and Mrs. Bill Matthews and Larry
The first religious service in long and about 5,200 feet above tunnel. It lies at a greater altitude
Mr. and Mrs. J. L. Garland and and Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Taylor.
4111 LEA* EL
Kentucky was celebrated May 28. sea level at its center. It will pro- and roofed-in roadways must be family of Jackson spent Sunday
Mr. and Mrs. Butch McClain and
?slim 14.
Moe 4A
1775. under • giant elm tree near vide a direct, all-season route be- built to reach it when snow blocks with her parents, Rev. and Mrs. Michael visited her parents Saturtween Paris and Rome, reducing the approaches.
Boonesboro.
Warren Pafford.
day nightthe driving distance between the Many Railway Tunnels
Mr. and Mrs. Roy Emerson and Located on Martin Hiway
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Gadberry and
two capitals by more than 90 miles.
Though the new tunnels will be Freddie and Mr. A. Simpson visit- Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Carr were the
In South Fulton
Several good transalpine high- the first highways beneath --the
ed Mrs. A. Simpson in Mayfield Sunday dinner guests of Rev. and
ways exist, but snow often blocks Alps, there are several railway
Open
24 Hours A Day
Hospital Sunday.
Norman
Crittendent and girls
Mrs.
them seven mohths a year, the Na- passages including the famous
Mrs. Daisie Bondurant a n d Sunday, other visitors were Mr.
7
tional Geographic Society says. Simplon, between Brigue, SwitzerClarice spent Monday with Mr. and Mrs. Harold Carr and Randal
Then motor vehices must take a land, and lselle, Italy, which is
Oak.
FREE TV - Plenty of Parking
roundabout route along the Medi- 12.3 miles long and 7,005 feet be- and Mrs. Denver Bradshaw and of Lone
WASHERS -7 DRYERS
terranean coast or be shipped low the surface at its greatest daughters.
20
Mr. and Mrs. Leonard Allen of
ELLA BISHOP
through railroad tunnels.
depth.
Fulton were Sunday guests of his
Ella Bishop, a 17-year-old LexDriving Time Iteture4
Instant Hat Water That Is
Work on the Simplon tunnel beington girl, became famous in 1882 Filtered. Crystal
Presently, an hour-and-a-half of gan in 1898 and difficulties arose mother, Mrs. Bessie Allen.
Clear, Inot-Frea
when she single-handedly took a
arduous driving is required to shortly afterward. Temperatures
Union
flag
away
from
Gen.
John
cross the average Alpine pass in a on the French side reached 127 deITS A GIRL!
Hunt Morgan's Confederate Raid- Attendant On Hand 7 AM I PM
good car. It will take about 12 grees and ice water was sprayed
Drip-Off Service If Yea Wish
minutes to cross the Alps through on the rock to make working conMr. and Mrs. Howard Hender- ers.
the Mont Blanc tunnel. The tunnel ditions tolerable. Miles away, the son of Union City announce the
will run from near Chamonix, a Italians struck a cold spring that birth of a baby girl, Virginia Beth,
popular French resort, to Entreves, flowed at 10,564 gallons a minute born Wednesday. March 23, at 9 LETS HAVE A PARIS
Italy, not far from Aosta.
and reduced the temperature 55 a. m. at the Obion County HosDesigned to handle about 600,000 degrees. Later, they breached a hot pital in Union City. Mrs. Hendervehicles a year, the tunnel will spring which discharged 1.600 loti- son is the former Eva Jo Reams,
have a 23-foot roadway for two ons a minute with a temperature daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Horace
lanes of traffic. Work on the Itali- of 113 degrlees.
Reams of Fulton. The young baby
an side began early in 1959. The
The Simplon tunnel was opened is a fifth generation in the HenFrench started drilling several in 1906, after delays occasioned derson family.
months later, using a three-story, by crumbling rock and World War
Most complete stock in
75-ten drilling machine called I. and a second Simplon passage
West Kentucky
Jumbo.
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
was completed in 1921.
The tunnel fulfills the 172-yearold prediction of Horace Benedict
Ns tsmaisims-lonswalsoss mule to order-kr al-usilber Orildeit
,
is Spew sundae. rex TV -the -Pal Soon Chevy Showroom weekly. ABC-TV.
Sas no DUNA UM Cher/ SAS
de Saussure, a Swiss naturalist
who was the first man to scale the
This is an Impala Sport Coupe. And
15,77I-foot mountain, highest in
"Timed to Perfection
the Alps. He said in 1787. "The day
for no extra cost this is what you get:
7full years!"
will come when a carriage road
will be dug under Mont Blanc."
1. Sliding adjustable sun visors-on both
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
It wasn't until 1906. however,
sides-No matter what the angle of the sun,
SOURBON WHISKEY
that the tunnel idea was revived.
front seat riders are protected ftom glare.
A French engineer, Arnold Monod,
proposed
passage
for trains Ind
n
2. Separate anti-glare hoods for every instru86 Proof
organized a company for the proment-No other car among the leading lowject. As automobiles became poppriced three offers this very practical feature.
ular. Monod changed his proposal
SA•••
3. Automatic glove compartment light-No
to a road tunnel, but did not win
4/5 Quart
1/2 Pint
IOTTUO IN BOND
approval until 1935. The Italianfumbling in the dark.
Eithiopian War and World War II
4. Largest visibility area-The only full wrapcaused postponement and Monod

Preliminary planning for an
The chairman said that arrangeObion county and West Tennessee ments already are being made
observance of a Civil War Cen- with the Rogers Co., which protennial already is underway in this duces shows of this type, to come
area but many hundreds of hours to Union City in the summer of
of additional planning lie in the 1982 to conduct some type of
future before the centennial time pageant in the city.
rolls around in late 1962.
Plans. however, he emphasized,
County Judge Dan McKinnis has are still in the infancy stages.
appointed Turner Kirkland of
In December and through New
Union City, nationslly -known au- Year's Day back in 1862 and 1863
thority on antique weapons. as Gen. Forrest raided a number of
chairman of the Obion County Union supply depots in West TenCentennial committee.
nessee. Ile destroyed n large
Cloyee Jones has been appointed amount of equipment and the divice chairman and other members rect result of th raid was that the
of the committee include Robert Union drive toward Vicksburg,
Wood and Torn Elam, all of Union ' Miss., was delayed about a year.
City.
During a period of 17 days ForMr. Kirkland said that, in Un- . test hit Union depots at Lexington,
ion City. "the Centennial may be Jackson, Spring Creek. Trenton,
observed by commemorating the Rutherford, Dyer. Kenton, Union
famed December, f862 raid that City, McKenzie, McLemorseville,
Gen. Nathan B. Forrest made on { Red Mount (or Parker's Crossroads), and Clifton. Many of these
the Union forces in this area
Mr. Kirkland said that several areas will be planning observances
cities and towns in this area will In the latter part of 1962.
build pageants and other programs
Mr. Kirkland said the next
about the Forrest raids.
meeting of the National Civil War
Centennial commission will be
INNimar
held in St. Louis. Mo., May 5-6,
and its theme will be "A Centennial for all Amei-icans." At the
meeting delegates will be given a
thorough understanding of how
Ail types of lamass•
the nationwide program is designed to nring home the story of the
SAVE ! GET our
Civil War to the entire nation.

Dewey Johnson

• DUKEDOM RT. 2

HAPPY BIRTHDAY

Mont Blanc Tunnel To Give
Easy Passage Through Alps

1
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Happy Day
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Wash 200: Drying 100, 250
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$5.50

$1.75

around windshield among the leading
low-priced cars.

5. Constant speed electric windshield wipers
-These are standard equipment. Even when
you accelerate, the wipers do their job.

Conn to fiso

SILVER LABEL

6. Enclosed steering column-Here's a

MEMPHIS
CLARIDGE

7.

Convenient single key locking systemOne key does the job. It fits all the locks
-ignition, doors, trunk and glove boa.

"Your Bright Buy in
Light Bourbon!"
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT

8. The glove

box is longer, deeper-Chevy's
is big enough to be really useful.

• HIM All COMMONS)

BOURBON WHISKEY
• FM PARKINS

90 Proof

$4.65
4/5 Quart

1/2 Pint

$1.50

bonus

in neatness and eye appeal.

9. Up to three inches more hip room-Chevy
gives you more hip room by a wide margin
than the second-choice car.

• NEI TV IN EVERY ROOM
• I 54541 RESTAURANTS

10. Crank operated ventipanes-Only Chevy
among the leading low-priced three has vent
windows so easily adjusted.

• CHILDISH UNDER 14 FREE
• 1100 FIR FROM MEMPHIS'
DOWNTOWN AIRPORT

11. Keyless locking - After the button is
flicked, you can lock any door from the outside.

• COMPLETELY REMODELED

12.

Yellowstone

OPEN THE DOOR-ANYONE CAN SEE
THE PLUSES CHEVY PACKS IN!

"That's right-no bits!"
KENTUCKY STRAIGHT
BOURBON WHISKEY

4/5 Quart

1/2 Pint

$4.85

$1.55
90 Proof

"Where Perfection of Product is Tradition"
GLENMORE DISTILLERIES CO„ LOUISVILLE, KENTUCKY

Longer, more comfortable armrestsChevrolet deaigned them for the Impala to
help you relax just a little more.

13. Safety reflectors for protection when doors
are open-Impala has them. Other cars in its
field do not. This added safety feature is built
into the artdrests.
14. Body by Fisher-

The best equipped, most beautifully built car of the leading low-priced Only Chevy in its field
three-that's Chevrolet. You can judge for yourself, in one thoughtful offers the craftsmanglance. So let's open the door and look at all the no-extra-cost advantages: ship of Body by Fisher.

SCOTT 1 STSIANSET
Noe •I,.

CHEVROLET
tor esionomical transportation

HOME OF THE FAMOUS,

BELL TAVERN .
9
o
Ow'•
Flikrusimo .
cwincoAt GloitiOr SPIdIA1TIP6
'

Drive it-it's fun-tastic! See your local authorized Chevrolet dealer for fast delivery,favorable deals!

. TAYLOR CHEVROLET--BUICK,
•

104 East Fourth Street

Fulton

•
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The News reports your - -

Diary of Doin's
(Items gathered along Fulton's merryway
for your pleasure and your scrapbook)
Happiest in the "S. 0. G. WITH P. I. P. Club" are
two new members, Louis and Elsie Weaks .. and for you
non-members of this famous club we'll tell you that this
is the "Silly Old Grandmother or Grandfather with Pictures in Purse." Yep, Elsie and Louis Weaks have joined
the ranks as of Sunday morning when their little grandson, John Hawkins Dicken, Jr. was born in Lexington,
Ky. You see, Little John is the son of Mary Davis
(Weaks) and John Dicken, who live in the blue grass
city. The announcement of the baby's arrival came to
the Weaks domain on Sunday morning, and you may
know that the newest member of the club was soon
wending her way toward central Kentucky. Grandfather Weaks will make every effort to linger in Fulton
for at least two weeks before he goes up to see his grandson, but bets are getting heavier-by-the-day that he'll go
sooner. . . and who can blame.him? After all, it's not
every day that one has an opportunity to belong to the
"S. 0. G's"... now, is it? Mary and Little John are just
fine. They say that he's just "as husky as can be" - M-mm looks like a real prospect for the Wildcats! Congratulations to the Dickens and Weaks families, we're the
happiest ones for them! (I'll see you in May, Mary and
John.. you know, Woman's Club Convention!)

Fan High School News
By Janice Davis
This week has been a rather
mixed-up week. The aptitude tests
given to the seniors by the State
Department of Employment were
rescheduled from last month and
they took them yesterday.
Though seemly concerning only
the seniors, these tests changed
the course of everyone in the
school. . . because no one was allowed to go through the study hall
after nine o'clock. When the results of these tests are compiled,
each senior will be told what ne,
or she, is individually suited for.
Today everyone was busy . . .
planting crepe myrtle bushes! At
an assembly last Friday. Fulton's
mayor, Nelson Tripp, told FHS
students the part expected of them
In the community Crepe Myrtle
project.
And so, immediately following
the lunch hour, all students piled
set
on several trucks and helped
some of the several thousand
plants on the eigh highways leading into Fulton and South Fulton.
During the assembly, Mayor
Tripp told us to "wear something
colorful" because films are being
taken of the planting, the festive',
and then some more will probably
be taken a year or two from now
to see how things have advanced.
When completed, the color film
will be distributed nationally for
the purpose of showing what a
community working together can
accomplish.

DeMyer, Nancy Treas, Nancy Bushart, Judy Moore. Ophelia Speight,
and James Reed. Those who received ratings of excellent were:
Kay Morris. Joyce Owens, Carolinda Hales, and Margaret Omar
received a very good.
Spring has sprung.
Fall has fell,
And I'm sure everyone knows
the rest of this four line verse. But
spring sure seems to be here. Students are beginning to wear summer clothes to school and the
windows have been opened to let
In the refreshing spring breezes.
And so that that 'cool' thought
in mind, Dad. I'll cut but for a
week.

ARRIVAL
DEPT.
IT'S A BOY! _

Mork Anthony Robey. 211, son
of Mr. and Mrs. James 0. Robey.
Route I. Fallon. Mark is the
grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Henry
K. Bethel of Fulton and Mr. and
Mrs. Vernon Robey of Fulton.
Vs

Also taking place at last Friday's assembly was the awarding
of the letters for the '59-60 basketball team. Coach Charlie Thomas
awarded letters to Roy Morrow,
captain, Jerry Lacewell, Bill Burnette, Carl Hurst, Herbert Patton.
Hall Warren. Jimmy Cheatem,
John Covington, Kenneth Allen.
Kenneth Bradley, Ronnie Winston,
Ladd Stokes, Leroy Wilbourn, Don
Burnette, and the three managers.
Roland Carter, Mike Walker, and
Lynn Craven. Congratulations
fellas, you all worked hard.

Sparkman, Chairman of the Senate
Subcommittee on Housing.
In urging the communities of
Kentucky to take advantage of existing programs, Senator Cooper
declared that his office would
gladly lend aid to officials who
wish to provide better housing for
their communities.
Advocating opportunity in housing for all American citizens if
they are to "have a fair start in
life and an opportunity to develop
to their full capacities," Senator
Cooper pointed out that large and
small cities have found the cost
of services to blighted areas greater than to areas with decent housing. He added that. with the flight
of population to suburban areas,
they have found the "loss in tax
revenue falls heavily on businesses
and residents in better sections."

HOSPITAL NEWS

Mr. and Mrs. John H. Dicken of
Lexington are the proud parents
of a seven pound, twelve ounce
son, born March 27 at 10 a. m. in
Lexington.
Mrs. Dicken is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Weeks of Fulton.
IT'S A GIRL!

Mr. and Mrs. Howard Henderson of Union City are'the proud
parents of a eight and one-half
FULTON HOSPITAL
pound daughter, Virginia- Beth.
A large crowd attended the
Cynthia Oliver. Mrs. H. E. Boyd, born March 23 at 9 a. m. at Obion
Tobe Perm, H. L. Jamison, A. M County Hospital.
Lions Club's Ladies Night Banquet Friday night at the Fulton
Browder, Mrs. Annie Moore, W.
Country Club. The delicious meal
T. Hinkle, Mrs. Frances Jones.
IT'S A GIRL
was served by the Park Terrace
Mrs. Mtirgan Davidson, Hugh
Mr. and Mrs. Delbert Parrish of
Pigue, Carl Kindred, Mrs. Loney
Restaurant.
Lola Vaughn. Ed- Trenton are the proud parents of
Mrs.
Anderson,
the
82
attended
ely
Approximat
Mrs. Sarah Meacham was taken
gar Gore, John Baucorn, Mrs. Edna a seven pound daughter, Elaine,
lovely affair. A delightful proto the Baptist Hospital in Mem- gram was presented following the
Abel, Mrs. Jack Coltharp. C. W. born March 20 at Trezevent.
phis Saturday in a Whitnel amRozzell, Earl Phillips, Mrs. Ellie
banquet.
IT'S A BOY!
bulance.
Heathcott„ Mrs. L. J. Clements.
The Junior Music Club met
Mrs. Raymond Pewitt. Mrs. Georat 3:30 at the
Mrs. J. R. Archie of
afternoon
and
Monday
Mr.
0. D. Cook was returned to his home of Miss Mary Swann BushHal Warren, the first place win- gia Hill, Mrs. Mike Fry. Mrs. Le- Memphis are the proud parents of
home north of town after being a art on Third Street.
ner in the school for his forest land Jewell, Mrs. Jewell McClain, a seven pound. four ounce son.
patient in the Baptist Hospital.
conservation theme, was awarded Mr. and Mrs. Rich Gardner all of born March 29, at 137 p. m. at
of MarWith Spring all around us, the a certificate of achievement by the Fulton. Mrs. Hester Arant
Hillview Hospital.
and VesThe Board of Directors of the air is filled with thoughts of bri- Louisville Courier-Journal, It was tin. Mrs. Buford Walker
Mrs. Archie is the former BarMrs. R. L
Business and Professional Wom- dal parties, weddings, births, va- presented to him by Mr. Mans- ter Wilkens of Clinton.
bara Kupfer of Fulton.
Mrs. R. Z
an's Club met Saturday afternoon cations, -visitors and club meet- field Martin, principal, at the as- Henley of Columbus.
INCOME TAXES
Reed of Hickory. Mrs. Arlie Morat 4 to make plans for their part ings - - and Your Diarist is happy sembly. Congratulations. Hal.
ris of Water Valley. Matt DeBoor
in the planting of Crepe Myrtle to report these many activities to
No income taxes - state or fedof Lexington.
here Thursday.
you.
"Christmas all week" last week,
eral - will be levied upon KenHighlighting the week's events or in other words Teacher Ap- JONES HOSPITAL
tucky's bonus payments to vetMrs. Jimmy Wade and Mrs. will be the regular meeting of the preciation Week, was climaxed at
L. Armbruster. erans. -.".•
Graves,
Jane
Anna Belle Edwards spent Mon- Fulton Woman's Club which the end of the period by gifts of Mrs. J. L. Holt, of Fulton. Mrs.
Try 'NEWS" Classified Ads
day in Memphis.
meets on Friday afternoon at three cakes to the teachers. All of the Z. C. Wheeler of Dr
en. Ella
o'clock at the club home on Wal- teachers expressed words of ap- Clark of Water Valley.
la
.
Miss Judy Boone, sister of TV's nut Street. This is one of the most preciation for their many gifts Biggs of Clinton. Mona Lisa Reed
famed Pat Boone, returned to her important meetings of the year .. throughout the week. (Comment of Union City.
home in Nashville Friday after a as the president. for the past two from the students: it was nothing,
HILLVIEW HOSPITAL:
visit here with her aunt, Mrs. L years. Mrs. Harry Allison, turns really!)
Mrs. Annie Lacey, Mrs. Morris
W. Little.
the gavel over to the newly electLast Saturday, many Fulton Smith, Mrs. Addle Tyner. Henry
ed officer, who, in turn, takes over
Mr. and Mrs. J. M. Mayberry her duties. Preceding the meeting high and junior-hi students parti- Veatch, William, Ward, Neal Alwere hosts to the Pierce-Harris will be the executive board meet- cipated in the annual Spring Fes- ford, Mrs. Exie Cayce, Ellie SizCommunity Club last Wednesday. ing and all are urged to attend. tival in Paducah. Superior ratings zle, Virgil Jones, Percy Brown,
Mrs. Mayberry called the meet- Miss Mary Martin. program direc- were received by Bob Anderson, Jerry Osier, Virginia Clanton all
ing to order with the reading of tor has an interesting program in Carolyn Fly, Judy Binkley, Lynne of Fulton. Ronald Cruce of Pilot
the club creed. Mrs. Dave Hilliard store and every member and her Holloway. Martha DeMyer, Mary Oak. Mrs. James Marcus of Martin. Bonnie Crochran of Dukedom.
led the group in singing "America, guests are urged to attend.
Gerald Crocker and Mrs. J. R. Arthe Beautiful."
an's Wardrobe."
chie of Memphis.
winnet
was
declared
Mrs.
Brown
Rev. Dave Hilliard gave the deOne of the loveliest parties of
votional thought on "Love". The the spring season was an after- of the local contest last week by
club
The
roll.
Mrs. Gilbert DeMyer, Mrs. Louis
secretary called the
noon tea Sunday afternoon at the
voted to have a booth at the fair. Park Terrace given in honor of Weaks and Mrs. Robert ThompThe booth committee is composed Gayle Driver of Humboldt, who son. at a delightful dessert party
of Miss Marene Allen, Mr. and will become the bride of Dr. E. F. at the home of Mrs. Hendon
Mrs. J. M. Mayberry. Mr. and Mrs_ Crocker on Saturday. Hostesses Wright. Although she was the only
L. D. Allen, Mr. and Mrs. Earl for the delightful occasion were entrant in the Fulton competition,
judging was required in order to
Thorpe, and Lewis Allen.
Mrs. Bernard Harvey of Murray,
By Pat Caggs
Mrs. Richard Ferguson gave a Mrs. William Stokes and Mrs. Vy- maintain the high standards set p
by Vogue Pattern Company and
report on gardening. A delicious ron Mitchell.
Mr. and Mrs. Wilbert Vetter and
the General Federation of Womlunch was served to 28 members
Over two hundred guests called an's Clubs---143-sponsors of the family visited
with his father,
and 12 visitors.
between the hours of two and five contest.
George Vetter, of Dickson, Tenn.
Gibson
from
Mrs. Ruby Nawell
o'clock. Receiving them with the
Mr. and Mrs. Coy Matheny, Sr.,
The distiztt judges praised highElectric Coop gave a demonstra- hostesses were the honoree, Miss
the weekend in Millington,
spent
fashin
success
Bulayn's
Mrs.
ly
tion on small electric appliances.
Driver, her mother, Mrs. Clarence ioning a really "ideal costume" as Tenn. visiting their son and his
The club will meet in April with Driver of Humboldt and the
her ensemble was versatile, very wife. Mr. and. Mrs. Edwin MaMiss Marene Allen.
groom's mother, Mrs. V. 0. becoming and was accented by theny..
Crocker.
Mary Alice Maupin of Hickman,
well chosen accessories, and was
Mrs. Willibel Branch and Miss
served very well made.
were
spent the weekend with her
delicacies
Ky.
Party
a
Nell Davis of Jackson spent
Mrs.
with
Mrs. Martha Scott.
punch,
aunt,
frosted
the
inwith
to
ions
congratulat
Our
couple days in Fulton last week
We would like to congratulate
Ernest Jenkins directing the serv- coming president of the Fulton
Edwards.
Belle
Anna
with Mrs.
ing and Miss Mary Elizabeth Woman's Club, Mrs. Harry Alli- Murvel Sellars on his engagement
Mitchell and Miss Phyllis Crock- son and to Mrs. Bob Brown, win- to Sonja Babbs.
met
Club
The Welfare Workers
Miss Mary Clark, Mr. and Mrs.
assisting. Punch was poured ner of the sewing contest!
er
Finch.
March 23 with Mrs. Guy
the
of
Owsley. Mr. and Mrs.
sister
Tate,
Ernest
Riley
Mrs.
by
Mrs. Frank Parrish called the
groom and Mrs. John Ragsdale.
McClain was ad- Homer Frazier spent Sunday with
Jewell
Mrs.
L.
V.
Mrs.
and
order
to
meeting
Mrs. C. W. Francis presided at mitted to Fulton Hospital last Mr. and Mrs. Leslie Cruce, Jr.,
Phillips led in the song, "Springregister.
the
Friday afternoon with virus pneu- and children.
Roy
Mrs.
time in the Rockies."
included:
monia.
guests
n
and
Out-of-tow
Watts gave the devotional
Mrs Guy Finch read the club Mrs. James Roberson of TrezeMembers of the South Fulton
vant. Tenn., Mrs. Walton Shearin
creed.
Waterfield,
Club spent the weekend in
Beta
L.
H.
Mrs.
Milan.
of
the
Roll call was answered by
Edwards, Mrs. Sam Nashville and attended the Tenexchange of seed, plants or cut- Mrs. Henry
Harper, Mrs. Erl Sensing of Clin- nessee State Beta Club conventings of some kind. A donation for
ton and Mrs. Matt DeBoor of Lex- tion. The 14 South Fulton memtaken.
was
the Red Cross
bers left Friday morning on a
ington.
to
go
to
made
A decision was
bus, with members of the
charted
Senator John Sherman Cooper
for
the Rest Home at Dresden
reand
they
Club,
Beta
Counthis week stressed the opDresden
Fulton
the
(B-Ky)
at
Day
Ladies
Home Demonstration Week.
portunity for small cities, as well
was held Tuesday. Follow- turned here Sunday night.
At noon a delicious pot-luck ty Club
Mrs. Carlton Clark and Bill as large, to clean up and moding a pot-lunck luncheon games of
luncheon was served.
at- Alexander, South Fulton teacher, ernize old and blighted sections of
those
by
enjoyed
were
bridge
WilViolet
Mrs.
In the afternoon
their communities by taking adaccompanied the group.
liams gave the lesson on garden- tending.
of
the
a
member
To
become
vantage of local Ferietal programs
s.
ing, the planting of strawberrie
The Fulton Woman's Club re- Beta Club a student must have an in the field of urban renewal.
Mrs. Roy Watts gave an article on
Speaking at the 29th Annual Nawhen Mrs. Bob average of B or better.
"Health". A lesson was also given ceived an honor
Housing Conference in
The
the
attending
in
fourteen
tional
members
club
the
represented
Brown
parof
making
the
on Crafts - on
. D C., the Kentucky
Cleft
at
.
Included:
Washington
the
Saturday
convention
contest
sewing
district
and
Christmas
chment stars for
that smaller comstated
.
FaulkMike
legislator
Martin,
Mike
Fuller,
Restaurant
Dam
Kentucky
the
also of the making of Tote bags.
Dis- ner, Jane Peeples, Frances Parr, munities can do as much relatively
Recreation was given by Mrs. Mrs. Brown will be the First
the state contest Barbara Peeples, Kelly Reams, as Louisville and Lexington have
Frank Parrish. Mrs. Harry Watts trict's entry in
competed with Rosemary Clark, Steve Finch, Di- accomplished in this respect. He
She
month.
next
were
Muzzell
Harold
and Mrs.
each had ane Gunter, Joan Fuller, Judy spoke on a platform with Speaker
winners;
club
other
nine
winners.
the Maynard, Joy Vincent and Pat Sam Rayburn of the House of
considered
she
what
created
The club adjourned to meet with
Representatives and Senator John
the Club Worn- Dowdy.
Mrs. Harry Watts on April 27 at "Ideal Costume for

Those visiting Mrs. Leland Jewell, a patient in Fulton Hospital
over the weekend were Mr. and
Mrs. Clifton Hamlett of Jackson,
Mrs. A. L. Gunter and Brenda of
Paris. Tenn., Mrs. H. G. Luther
and Mrs. Gene Roberts of Mayfield.

1:30 p. m.

"Quit Your Kidding" Is Play
Selected By Fulton High Seniors
the
"Quit Your Kidding" - no, not Bushart and Roland Carter as
other
the
is
Burton
Judy
twins,
the
of
title
the
only
you, that's
porplay that the Fulton High seniors daughter, and Linda Roddie
will present April 14 in the Carr trays the stumbling maid.
Judy Wolberton. Patsy Brown,
Auditorium.
This farce comedy by Felicia Wayne Anderson, James Reed,
Metcalfe centers around a poor John Cunningham. and Duncan
widow; her three children, a twin Bushart appear as various friends
boy and girl and an older daugh- of the family and the latter are
ter; a rich aunt who hates boys; obvious irritations to the man-hatand several thousand dollars. The ing anut.
Tickets will be sold for the perproblem occurs when the aunt says
that she will give each, of which formance by members of the
the thinks are the widows three senior class. Prices are .50 for
girls, $5000. Interspersed through- adults and .25 for students.
All properties, publicity, and
out the play is the comic cluminess of a country maid hired for production are the duties of the
entire senior class. The direction
the occasion of the visiting aunt.
Taking part in the production of the play is being controlled by
are Meriden Wells as the widow, Mrs. Catherine Bennett, class
Carol McNeilly as the aunt, Nancy sponsor and English instructor.

There Is Increased lienand For Services
On Party Of Hearing And Speech Center
A growing understanding of the
need for a more widespread program to help children with a definite hearing impairment has resulted in an increased demand for
services on the part of the Hearing and Speech Center of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children. the Easter Seal Society.
According to statistics, there are
more than 8,000 Kentucky children
with sufficient hearing impairment
to warrant special help. Many of
these children need to be sponsored by such organizations as the

Easter Seal Society. Since hearing
aids cost an average of about
9200.00 apiece, the financial undertaking of sponsoring such a
Program is obviously a large one.
During 1959 approximately 40
hearing aids were purchased for
children whose families could not
afford them. In many cases, the
Kentucky Society also provided
the necessary examination and
therapy following the provision of
the hearing aid. In 1960, it is anticipated, there will be a still greater demand for this service.

Local Children Will Be Accepted Al
Heart Clinics To Be Held In Mayfield
The first in a series of one-day
heart clinics for medically indigent children in the Purchase
Area will be held in Mayfield on
Friday. April 1. according to an
announcement by Dr. Frank H.
Moore, Bowling Green, president
of the Kentucky Heart Association.
Site of the clinic will be the
Graves County Health Department, Dr. Moore said. and registration of patients will start at 8.30
a. m. He pointed out that "a patient will be accepted only if referred in writing by a physician in
private practice," adding that "the
purpose of the clinic is to provide
a diagnostic and consultative service for each patient along with
recommendations to the referring
physician in private practice with
the latest heart disease care and
treatment methods." The clinic is
not designed to provide treatment.

Dr. Moore emphasised.
Clinic sessions ww tie under direction of Drs. Joseph A. Little and
Biala* Fevers, both of Louisville,
and children will be accepted
from the following nine counties'
Ballard. Calloway. Carlisle, Fulton, Graves, Hickman. Livingston,
Marshall and McCracken. An invitation to participate personally
in the clinic and to bring or send
needy patients to it has been mailed to each physician in those counties.
POPULATION FIGURER
E. G. Adams, district director of
the 1960 census, said his organization is expected to have the new
population figures of the First
District towns and counties by
April 15 or a day or two later.

Be Our Guests

I

SIEGEL NEWS
SOUTH FULTON

i

Senator Urges
Urban Renewal For
Small, Large Cities

Every morning the WFUL"Live-Wire"- with the greatest concentrated Radio Audience,percentage-wise,in the whole Mid-South
- - brings you timely and important news of
this area.
Besides the regular news roundup,Min
seeks to serve its listeners in other ways. News
of road conditions, schools, disasters, special
events are provided whenever something of
interest is happening.
Be our Guest - - keep up with the Ken-Tenn
Area with the morning live-wire.It's the greatest news service of all.

IS NOS Will

1270 On Your AM Dial

104.9 On Your FM Band
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Force Base in San Antonio, Texas.
Mary Frances Ramsey and hus33 54 1111 14 41 $5 is 44
40 4 45434445 if T if ;my, j_o_ 111 1
band. Clarence, went to Clarksville. Tenn. over the weekend to
attend a revival being conducted
4
by Bro. Eugene Clark of Detroit,
Mich. Bro. Clark was the pastor
of the church that Mary Frances
BY IRENE YATES
and Clarence attended when they
I.
ft_
lived in Detroit,
Valda Puckett's naughter, Paula,
Is
Mary Alice liaylor. eleven-yearI.
who is a Junior at the Dresden
old daughter of Frances Taylor,
Beta
the
attended
High School,
made her parents mighty proud
Convention in Nashville the past
last Friday when Mary Alice. a
fI f
weekend.
5th grade student in the Dresden
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stitches to sew it up. Better luck the good spelling.
next time, Dola. Laura Byars got
Montez nisi101e and husband,
is planted or "regarded ias planta finger in the wrong place and
Garrett, went to Jackson over the
ed." Otherwise, the base for degot it mashed.
termining a future allotment will
Mabel McAlister's father, Mr. weekend to visit one of Garrett's
at the
be reduced to the average of (1)
Will Puckett, has been dismissed nephews, who was a patient
County General Hospithe regular (Choice A) allotment
from the Baptist Hospital in Pa- Madison
information, supplied THE NEWS
following
the
note:
(Ed's
for the year, and (2) the acreage
ducah and is getting along just tal in Neshville.
by the USDA. ASC, nearby County Agents and agricultural
planted or "Regarded as Planted"
Neil Chnarci, husband of Helen,
fine. We are all glad to know Mr.
agencies will be of special interest to Progressive /art..ers in the
in that year.
has been admitted to the Hillview
Puckett is doing 0. K.
Kew-Tens area):
Edith Frasier was out Thursday Hospital. Neil the weather is too
Melon County Agricultural
to attend the funeral of Robert pretty for you to spend much time HMO Crop Grain Rates Announeed lateral for price-support loans. For
Comments and Events
like
days
many
know
you
there,
In
Jones at Johnson Groye.
crops earlier than 1959, equity
By Tom McCutchen County
the
of
be
soon
will
fish
those
Martha Moore and three chil- this and
W. 0. Gilreath, Chairman
payments were made when the
Agent. Obion Count,'
dren have all had the chicken-pox. biting most anything you throw Kentucky State ASC Committee, market price of a commodity unThe two older ones have been able at them. So hurry and get home. today announced that the 1960 der price-support loan was above
Farmers getting restless to get
Minimum the loan plus charges.
to go back to school, but the baby
in the fields. Soil is drying out
Larry Curley has been dismiss- Crop National Average
is still • mighty sick little girl. ed from the Hillview Hospital. Price Support Rates for all grains
While equity payments will not fast on the hills. Soil sampling has
Hurry and get well little Miss Larry is the son of Laverne Gur- except corn and wheat will be the be made, producers may continue picked up rapidly the last few
Moore. Talking about chicken-pox. ley.
same as last year.
to obtain any equity they may days.
its a shame the children don't
Rates established are: Barley - have in loan collateral by repaying
Happy Birthday to the followCounty farmers have been in
have hen house's for the cure of ing: John Davis Brown on April 77 cents per bushel; Grain Sorg- the loan before maturity, thus re- good attendance at local Chemical
youngmy
remember
those pox. I
2; Hazel Howell on April 1, Guth- hum - $1.52 Cwt; Oats - 50 cents gaining full ownership of the corn- Weed Control meetings throughout
est brother and I had the chicken- rie Luther on April 5; Mary Nell per bushel; and Rye - 90 cents per ordity for whatever disposition the county. To date some 150
pox at the same time and our Milstead on April 8. Many happy bushel. The corn rate has been set They may choose to make.
farmers have attended the four
good friend gave us a sure cure returns of the day to everyone of 1st $1.06 per bushel in comparison
local meetings. Six more are set
TREE PLANTING
for it. Go to the hen house every you. Guthrie is Martha's husband. with $1.12 for the 1059 Crop Year.
up for March 31 and April 1.
out
found
we
and
at
early,
morning
The Wheat rate has been set
John is Betty's husband.
A county-wide "Soil Fertility
record
the
of
planting
One-third
the
It had to be real early, for
Happy Anniversary to Dola Sis- $1.77 per bushel in comparison of trees in 1959 was on cropland Program" will get underway dursecret was to get there and let the son and husband, Buford, on April with $1.81 for the 1959 Crop Year.
In the Conservation Reserve, Mr. ing April. The program will have
chickens fly out over our heads. I 3. May the rest of your years be
Kentucky State and County C. C. Vaughn. Chairman of the soil testing as its main theme.
will admit now it was a pretty filled with much happiness, love Final Support Rates will be anCounty Agricultural Stabilization Trial or comparison plots will be
lard job to convince those hens and God's blessings, from all of us nounced by the ASC State and
and Conservation Committee, re- set up where a portion of a field
worked,
They had to fly out. But it
at Ferry-Morse.
County Offices well in advance of ported today. Mr. Vaughn based is fertilized and limed according
for in about 4 or 5 days we were
Norman Davis had to go home the harvest of each of these com- his report on an analysis of three to soil test with a check plot or
rid of those chicken-pox. I look Monday morning he was feeling so modities, Mr. Gilreath further
planting on publicly and privately comparison plot adjoining to show
back some times and feel sorry for bad. Norman hope you are feeling stated.
owned land, recently completed by the difference. All crops grown
those poor chickens and think of better and be back to work soon.
the U. S Department of Agricul- in the county will be in the proall those good hot breakfast we
Wheat Grower Without Allotment
ture.
gram. The goal will increase counmissed. Don't blame my mother.
Should NoUfy AMC
The department reported that 2,- ty farm income through efficient
she tried to tell us better, but no,
Federal Cest-Shaaing
Any farmer who has seeded 118,471 acres of trees were plant- use of fertilizer with the soil test
we had to listen to all those nice
for harvest as grain next ed last year and that 700,00 acres as the first step.
wheat
younger friends that had been
the
!Pederal cost-sharing under
Farmers will be asked to take
they
so
method,
same
but who does not have a were Conservation Reserve land.
summer
the
by
cured
Agricultural Conservation Prosaid. We think about it some times gram is helping Obion County wheat allotment or a feed wheat Through 1959, a total of 1.8 mil- soil tests, if they haven't already,
now and laugh at the picture we farmers make needed land-use ad- exemption should notify the coun- lion acres of Conservation Reserve and fertilize and lime according
made out in the hen house so early justments on their farms, accord- ty Agricultural Stabilization and land had been contracted for tree to recommendations; then leave a
in the morning and the hens try- ing to C. C. Vaughn. Chairman of Conservation office of his esti- planting. This conservation use comparison plot. If they will not
ing to get out and us determined the county Agricultural Stabiliza- mated acreage. William 0. Gil- has been most popular in the do this, they will be asked to ferti,they had to fly out and over us, tion and Conservation committee. reath, Chairman of the Kentucky Southeastern States and in the lize and lime one acre according
at that. It really is funny now,
County ACP records are sent to Agricultural Stabilization a n d States bordering the Great Lakes to soil test and leave a comparison
Under the Conservation Reserve plot. Those reluctant to do either
but then it was really serious the ACP Service of the U. S De- Conservation Committee, said tobusiness.
partment of Agriculture in Wash- day. In this way, county records program, farmers voluntarily take of the above will be asked to allow
Marella Rhodes stayed home a ington for study and evaluation. can be established and steps can land out of crop production by us to take a soil test and fertilize
day or two with her baby son. They become part of the national be taken to make such a farmer placing it unc er contract for a and lime a small plot according to
Ricky, who has been sick.
record and are used to help de- eligible for a wheat marketing period of years. The contracts call soil test with the rest of the field
Vivian Young missed work last termine future agricultural con- card if he decides to sell any of his for the land to be devoted to an as a comparison plot. We hope to
approved conservation use such as erect signs showing what was done
Thursday to oee her son. Johnny. servation programs, Mr. Vaughn grain.
off to the Air Force. Johnny will
Under the wheat marketing trees, grass, water storage, or on each plot, especially along the
'Fry "NEWS" Classified Ade
Air
be stationed at Lackland
quota program, any grower who cover especially beneficial to wild- roads and highways. This will be a
produces more than 15 acres of life. When trees are to be planted "show me" campaign with more
wheat is subject to a penalty on on the land, the contract must be efficient crop production being the
any "excess" wheat harvested. The for a period of 10 years. Farmers goal. At least 50 comparison plots
penalty must be paid before the receive cost-sharing to help plant are expected to be set up this year.
.. Events Coming Up In
the trees and also annual paywheat is eligible for marketing.
ments for the life of the contract.
The Near Future
Farmers May Redeem PriceChemical Weed Control Meetings
Cotton Acreage 'Release"
Support Grains
are scheduled as follows: ThursDate Nears
day, March 31 - Dixie High School
With maturity dates approachCotton growers were reminded- - 10:00 A. M.; Troy High School
which
grains
of
number
a
for
ing
IN POLKA DOT
are under price support in this today of the importance of either 2:00 P. M.: Central Community
Roy Bard. Chairman of the using or releasing their cotton al- Center - 7:00 P. M. Friday. April
area,
BEDFORD CORD
Fulton County Agricultural Stabi- lotments this year in order to pre- 1 - Fulton - KU Building - 10:00
lization and Conservation Office vent reduced allotments for future A. M.; Woodland Mills High
In black and white—or in attoday reminded farmers that they years. The deadline for releasing School - 2:00 P. M.; Union City tractive ground colors with whiffs
should be alert to Market prices cotton farm allotments in Ken- Farm Bureau Hall _ 7:00 P. M.
At each of these meetings,
•
dots---here is the season's smartest
that will enable them to redeem tucky is May 13, 1960.
According to W. 0. Gilreath, chemicals to use for weed contheir grain at a profit.
sportswear groupl Jamaica'
trol on cotton, corn and soybeans
Mr. Bard pointed out that under Chairman, Kentucky ASC Comand Pedal Pushers coordinate
will be discussed as to amount and
new ligislation, effective first with mittee, the 1961 cotton allotment
perfectly with the elottveleiss
last year's crops, so-called "equi- for a farm will be reduced if cer- proper equipment to use. Haywood
broadcloth Blouse and the nen
ty" payments are not longer made tain conditions are not met in 19- Luck and James A. Mullins, Uniin connection with the takeover 60. So a farmer who knows that versity of Tennessee. Agricultural
"Rib Tickier”—ci short over.
of commodities pledged as col- he will not plant at least 75 per- Extension Service Specialists will
blouse, buttoned down the back.
cent of his farm's cotton allotment conduct each meeting.
in 1960 can help himself and also
On Tuesday night, April 5, an
and tailored from Bedford Cord.
other cotton farmers by releasing Obion County Livestock Associhis anotment before the deadline. ation sponsored Swine ManageThis will assure him, as well as ment School will be held. The
the county and State, of history school will be conducted by Tom
acreage for future allotments.
Langford Assistant Extension AniUnder a recent amendment to mal Husbandman from Jackson.
the law. the Chairman explains, Location will be the Circuit Courtthe 1960 allotment is required to room. Courthouse, Union City
be used as the farm's allotment starting at 7:30 p. m.
base in determining the 1967 Cotton Allotment if at least 75 perTry "NEWS" Claaaltled Ads
cent of the farm's 1960 allotment

Hog-Corn Price Chart Depicts 22-Year Profit Record.

Ferry-Morse News
From the Plant

Farm News, Meetings, Events

SPORTSWEAR GOES
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• -High-Style
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ANEW

ICE-CREAM — 49'
Half Gallon

Merit

35C
OLEO -2
lib:

Heinz - 4 1/2 Oz. Strained

Jars
97'
10
BABY - FOOD

5
LARD 6
Swifts - Pare

41h.
CrhL

Pillsbury

CAKE-MIX - 3 For 100
White - Yellow - Chocolate - Pineapple

Green

ONIONS - or
RADISHES u

For

25

Yellow Gold

BANANAS

10

CrisPY -

LETTUCE 2Hds- 25
Toppy Brand

BACON LI79
Thick Sliced

Fresh Dressed

COAL

FRYERST:49

You'll Like!

Cat-Up -Each —59c

Free Burning

Sliced Free
Coats
Suits
Blouses
Dresses
Hats
Purses
Gloves
Jewelry

11111
lal-

IL
II Band

Park -Lane

JAMAICAS
PEDAL PUSHERS
BLOUSE
ilL

.. • • .... .

RIB TICKLER .......

Expartly Prepared —
Washed—L•boratory
Tassed—Froe Berets,
—Easy to Fir• Perfoctly shed for Femmes.
'soya. atokoa.

NATIONAL STORES (ORP.I crry COAL CO.
Lake Street

Fulton

Telephon• 51
iiimia.

COUNTRY HAM Lb 79

Your Exact Outfit Is At —

CLARICE SHOP
300 Main Street

Phone 265

Prices- Thur. - Fri. - Sat.
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SERVICE NOTES

Gillum Seriously
Hurt In Accident

Mrs. Caldwell
Is Named Queen

James C. Gillum, operator of
Gillum Transfer Company in Fulton and Mayfield, suffered a fractured back in a four-vehicle collision near Pryorsburg about 8 a.
m. Saturday.
Gillum was taken to Mayfield
Hospital for treatment. In addition
to the back injury, Gillum suffered
multiple cuts and bruises about
the head and body.
State Police reported a pickup
truck driven by Henry Lee Pryor,
of Pryorsburg. pulled out of a side
road and struck Gillum's truck in
the left side. Then Gillum's truck
smashed into two parked vehicles
driven by Roy McKinney and Betty Lou Veatch.
Gillum was thrown out of his
truck and rolled a considerable
distance. His son, Jim, 15. a passenger in the truck, was not injured. Neither were the drivers of
the other vehicles involved.
The accident occurred near Ray
Kentucky has taken the leadership in setting up
development agencies for constructing industrial
Saxon's store in Pryorsburg.
government-sponsored lending agencies to finance plants and establishing industrial subdivisions. The
industrial development. Gov. Bert Combs signs Kentucky General Assembly also has aet up the
Bring us your
Senate Bill 252, appropriuting 52.035.008 to the In- Kentucky Business Development COrporation,
Vet Representative
RADIO and TV Repair
dustrial Development Finance Authority, while privately managed and privately financed orzanizaTo Be In Fulton
Lieut. Gov. Wilson W. Wyatt (left) and Canunio- tion for making business loans for new industrial
B. D. Nisbet, a contact represen- stoner of Economic Development Bruce Kennedy plants and expansion of _existing plants. Kentucky
RCA Color Television
tative of the Kentucky Disabled look on, The Authority will lend money to local is the only state with both types of financing.
Used TV Sets for Sale
Ex-Service Men's Board, will be
present on April 15, at the American Legion Hall in Fulton, to assist
veterans and their dependents
Franklin Pruitt - Clyde Wood
with claims for benefits due them
as a result of their military serv300 Walnut Street
Miss Bennette McClure, daughMr. and Mrs. Dorris D. Lacewell
Mr. and Mrs. Dean Terre!, Route
ice.
ter of Mr. and Mrs. B. C. McClure of Fulton announce the engagePhone 211
He will be present from 9 a. m. of Wingo. Route 1, became the ment and approaching marriage of 5, Fulton, Kentucky, announce the
engagement of their daughter,
until 3 p. m.
bride of Bill Atwell, son of Mr. their daughter, Miss Beverly Joyce
Treva Lou, to Neale Thomas Pryor,
and Mrs. Bill Atwell of Cayce on Lacewell. to Eugene Miller, grandson of Mr. and Mrs. Neale B.
Friday, March 18.
son of Mr. and Mrs. Frank Miller Pryor, South
8th Street, Mayfield,
The Rev. John Weir, Jr., read of Como. Tennessee.
Kentucky.
the
marriage
vows
at
7:30
p.
m.
in
i
The bride-elect was a 1959
SAVE MONEY
Miss Terrell was a 1959 graduthe Jackson Chapel Methodist graduate of South Fulton High
ate of Martin High School, where
Church.
School, where she was a member she was
ON REPAIRS
named "Miss Martin High
The bride was attired in a blue of the Beta Club. She received her
School," was voted most friendly
dress with white accessories. She State Degree in the Future Homegirl and best girl athlete. She
Don't wait for little TV
wore a shoulder corsage of pink makers of America in 1958. In her
graduated with Home Economics
carnations.
troubles to grow into
senior year, the prospective bride and Business
majors. She comAttendants were Jimmy Mc- was awarded the Obion County
biz ones. Call us at Ms
pleted a Speed-writing Shorthand
Clure and Shelia McClure. bro- Farm Bureau Scholarship and the
first sign of trouble.
Course at Bruce's Business Colther and sister of the bride.
C. M. Gooch Foundation Scholar- lege, Martin, Tenn.
Depend on oar exPeri
She is now emImmediately following the cere- ship to attend the University of
ployed in the office of H. W. Conservice.
mony the couple left for an unan- Tennessee, Martin Branch. Miss
naughton, D. V. M., of South Fulnounced wedding trip.
Lacewell is now employed in the ton, Tenn.
The couple will make their home office of the Ferry-Morse Seed
Antennas intialled
Mr. Pryor, after graduation from
In Cayce. where he is engaged in Company in Fulton.
Mayfield High School in 1952, atfarming.
Grandparents of the bride-elect tended
Freed-Hardeman College.
are Mrs. Sam Hutchens of Fulton Henderson,
Tenn., where he was
LAUREL FESTIVAL
and the late Sam Hutchens and the valdictorian of
his 1954 graduating
The 30th annual Mountain Laur- late Mr. and Mrs. Frank Lacewell,
class. He received his B. A. Degree
el
Festival
will
be
held
May
28also
of
Fulton,
306 Main Street
Phone 907
from Harding College, Searcy,
28 at Pine Mountain State Park.
Mr. Miller was graduated from Ark. ,in 1958,
graduating Summit
Dresden High School in the year Cum Laude.
and his M. A. Degree
of 1953. He is now associated with also from
Harding College in 1958.
the Weakley County highway de- He will receive
his B. S. L. Degree
partment located in Dresden. Ten- from Harding
School of Bible
nessee.
Religion in Memphis. Tennessee,
The double-ring ceremony will this summer.
Mr. Pryor is minister
be solemnized June 28 at 3:30 p. m. of Oak Grove
Church of Christ,
at the Chapel Hill Methodist near Fulton.
Church near Fulton.
The wedding will be an event of
the late summer.

Mrs. Kennthh Caldwell was retently crowned Queen of Shelbi at
the Claridge in Memphis to represent the Memphis and Shelby
County Council of Civic clubs at
all functions of the Cotton Carnival, May 10-14. She is the daughter-in-law of Mrs. Pearl Caldwell
of Clinton.
The 24-year-old brunett beauty,
chosen from 18 other lovely contetants, was sponsored by the Colonial Acres Civic club. A receptionist at Buick Motor Division of
3eneral Motors Corp.. she is maried to a pre-dental student at
.derephis State university. She is
the daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Floyd Williams of Newbern.
Runners-up were Miss Diane
Smith, 21, of Memphis, first alternate, and Miss Jane Blair Smith,
21, a MSU student, second alternate.

Wood & Pruitt TV

McClure-Atwell
Wedding Announced

Lacewell-Miller
Engagement Told

Terrell-Pryor
Engagement Told

SERVICE
REPAIR

•CHM
Mn

units of the Okinawa-based Third
Marine Division.
The exercise, termed "Operation Blue Star", called for the
Third Marine Division to assemble
In the area on March 20 along with
units of the Hawitii-based First
Marine Brigade and U. S. - Republic of China navy, marine and
air force elements.
Purpose of the operation, which
comprised over 18,000 Maiseles and
.70 Navy ships, was to promote
closer working relations between
U. S. and Republic of China forces
in practicing the conventional and
vertical assault type amphibious
landings.
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FORTCAMPBELL, KY. (ARTNC — Army l'FC. Charles M.
Council, son of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles F. Council, 104 Wellington
St . Hickman, Ky., is participating
with other personnel from the
101st Airborne Division in Exercise Puerto Pine in Puerto Rico
The 18-day exercise, which includes the largest peacetime airlife ever attempted, is scheduled to
end March 31.
During the exercise, participating roops of the Strategic Army
Corps (STRAC) are being air
transported from their home staCAMP PENT.)LETON, Calif. (Ftions throughout the U. S., to a
staging area in Pureto Rico amid HTNC) - Ralph C. Eudy, seaman,returned. Pureto Pine is designed USN, son of Mr. and Mrs. J. 11,
to determine the effectivenss of Eudy of Route 2, Fulton, Ky., serthese STRAC units in overcoming ving aboard the tank landing ship
the complex supply and operation- `USS Washtenaw County, took
al problems resulting from the part in a Navy-Marine Corps landrapid deployment of a sizeable ihg erercise nicknamed "Operation Swan Dive", Feb.' 8-19. on
force by air over great distances.
the beaches of Camp Pendleton,
Council. regularly assigned as a
Calif.
cannoneer in Mortar Battery of the
The entire operation, comprising
division's 327th Infantry at Fort
over 30 ships and 5,000 Marines,
Campbell. Ky., entered the Army
was under the command of Comin January 1959 and completed
mander. Amphibious Squadron
basic training at Fort Chaffee.
One.
Ark.
Purpose of the exercise was to
The 18-year-old soldier is a 1958
facilitate the training of amphigraduate of Fulton County High
bious force units to a maximum
School.
degree of readiness should they be
called upon during a global crisis.
FORMOSA (FHTNC) -- Marine
Pfc. Earl L Gordon, son of Mr
Complete Line
and Mrs Jewell D. Gordan of 208
Anderson St., Fulton, Ky., and
Marine Gunnery Sgt. John G. McIlwain, son of Mr and Mrs. John
Per all makes et hear=
B. Mcllwain of Route 3. Fulton,
visit ear Rearing Aid
and husband of the former Miss
said at year Sint opportunity.
Evelyn Borde of Oakland, Calif..
took part in a huge amphibious
Miens TO
WI Lake Street
landing exercise, March 22, on
Formosa's southern coast with
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CITY DRUG CO.

Hiram Walker
Quality
in a rich, true bourbon

-t-

Roper Television

Less work
more space
with a modern
BUILT-IN ELECTRIC RANGE

Letters To Editor

LPOES MORE
CUTTING JOBS
EASIER
NEW
HOMELITE

'ferRict.

... and clean, safe
wonderful cooking, too

ANDREWS
Jewelry Company

0111 WALATiry

III, HIGH
wog'
vms.gy
am—

4 YEARS OLD
Also Available in 5-Year Bottled In Bond
Fifths - $4.75 Pints - $2.95 Half Pints - $1.50
90 Proof

Straight Bourbon Whiskey
5 Years Old
HIRAM WALKER & SONS, INCh-PEORIA, ILL.

You'll Like This Quick Easy Way to Do Your
Laundry With These Convenient Features

A

Big Maytag Automatic Washers (with filters) for only

20(

Dutch Maid Dryers (temperature control) for only

11:fr

FREE

Plenty Parking

FREE

Plenty Clean Comfortable Seating, and play pen for Baby _

FREE

only $15350
Complete F.O.B. Factory

KENTUCKY UTILITIES COMPANY

• direct drive
• cuts 16* trees In 16 s•conde
• fels trees up to 3 feet
In diameter
-. Weighs only 19 pound*
(lesa bar and chain)

M1 river Of QUALITY
4
E r
...Mai FIRST Of 110111:114

Barnette Tractor Co.
207 E. 4Ith
aniono,

Phone 169

COIN-O-MATIC—

tatinA6
111 Washington St. — 2 Doors South of Jones IGA Supermarket

A

A

Plenty Hot Water

WHITE PATRONS ONLY

0.0 1

1

-NG

Soap or Bleach for each washer, for only
(bring your own if you like)

Enjoy the beauty and convenience of a modern built-in electric range. With an eyelevel oven built in where you want it, there's
ho stooping, no bending, no lifting of hot
and heavy pans. Cooking units, too, where
ya want them, with plenty of storage space
where you use them. Utensils and food are
at your fingertips, not steps away.
And . • . with an electric built-in range
you get the same clean, safe, flameless, fumeless, automatic cooking that you do with a
free-standing electric range. Set it—forget
it—the heat you select is the heat you get ...
automatically, with wonderful cooking results.

Pints — $2.50
Half Pints — $1.30

WICKLIFFE AREA

The area around Wickliffe, loMarch 23, 1960
cated on a high bluff above the
Fulton News
Mississippi River, was once a cenFulton. Kentucky
ter of population for a prehistoric
Gentlemen:
race of Mound Builders.
We would like to express our
thanks and appreciation for the
Try "NEWS" Classified Ads
splendid cooperation you have
given all news releases we have
.
11111
•
11141.11ww../1111•116..........
released to you in th past. This has I
Accurate
public
to
the
great
service
been a
and has helped us as a county
WORKMANSHIP
committee in informing farmers of
At Low Cost
the many programs that are offerWatches, Clocks and Time
ed by the Department of AgriculMee, of All Rinds Aeon
ture.
Moly Repaired at Low Cost
Sincerely yours,
kV—
Roy Bard Chairman
Fulton ASC County Committee
IIETTIM
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ganist for 17 years. Mrs. Gayle was
day supper with Harvey Vaughan
the oldest member of the church
Saturday.
Hawley
Nadine
and
in years of membership. She was
•CHESTNUT GLADE They have shared their birthday
Cape
of
32,
Joyce
Mrs.
McDade,
of
Canter
LynBell
Mrs. Ludie
Mrs. Harvey Vaughan •
Girardeau. Mo., a former Fulton also active in club work for many
dinner for the past more than
ville, widow of Albert L. Canter,
operator, died at the years.
telephone
Fulton County lawyers are extwenty years. Those enjoying this
former Lynnville postmaster, died Obion County Hospital in Union
She is survived by one daughter, pected to attend the annual twoSpring seems to nave really ar- occasion were Mr. and Mrs. Van
Marof
Fuqua
Mrs. Erma Mace
p.
5:30
at
Voelpel,
one
Hospital
A.
Mrs.
Walter
City at 12:15 p. m. Monday. She
rived on Monday, even though one Brann, Mr. and Mrs. Durrell Ter- tin died on March 25. She was 71. at the Murray
day meeting of the Kentucky Bar
m. last Wednesday following a took ill suddenly about 9 a. m. grandson, Stuart Gayle Voelpel, Association in Louisville beginning
week later than the official date. rell, Mr. and Mrs. Dale Cummings,
Services were held Sundly at
and one brother, H. C. Avery.
Monday.
Surely it has not been more wel- Mr. and Mrs. Ches Morrison, Mr. 1:30 p. m. at the W. W. Jones and short illness. She was 73.
Wednesday, April 6.
Funeral services, .with Jackson
comed in recent years. Most every and Mrs. Roy Nix. Mr. and Mrs. Sons Funeral Home chapel in
Mrs. McDade was the daughter
At the annual banquet new ofHer husband preceded her in
Brothers in charge were held at
garden in this community was Irvin Brundige, Mr. and Mrs. Martin. The Rev. Charles A. Wing°
death in 1952. She served as as- of Mr. and Mrs. William D. As- the Hornbeak Funeral chapel at ficers of the Kentucky Association
worked in during the day, result- Paul Haul, Nancy and Linda, Mrs. officiated. Burial was in the East
bridge of Cape Girardeau. She was
will be inaugurated and outstandsistant postmistress at Lynnville
p. m. Wednesday, March 30,
ing in lots of very tired people. It Opal Pounds, Mike Wright and Side Cemetery.
a member of the Baptist Church. 2:30
ing service awards to a judge and
several
years
retirement
until her
with Reverend John D. Laida ofwas a perfect day for all types of Mr. and Mrs. Harvey Vaughan.
Besides her parents she leaves a
a lawyer will be made.
Mrs. Fuqua was a member of ago.
ficiating.
outdoor activities, even fishing.
McDade,
Lynn
daughter,
Deborah
Whitver
Harry
Mrs.
and
Among officers of the Kentucky
Mr.
I the First Baptist Church in Martin.
Active pallbearers were E. W.
Graves County, 9; two brothers. Billie Asbridge of
in
born
was
She
Mr. and Mrs. Hoy Nix. Mr. and and Debbie from Nashville spent She leaves her husband, Sandy H.
State for the new year to be inof
Avery
Barlow,
Bob
Kentucky,
Mrs. Rurrell Terrell and several the day Sunday with Mr. and Mrs. Fuqua; two sons, Roy Fuqua of June 9, 1886, the daughter of the St. Louis, Mo., and Paul Asbridge Binford, Charles W.
Burrow, Nor- ducted is Hon. Thomas S. Waller
relatives from this locality went Forrest Rogers. Forrest is unim- Chicago and James Fuqua of West late James C. and Malesa Hasel- of Cape Girardeau, Mo.; and two man Terry,
H. Gregory of Paducah, vice-president.
Charles
sisters, Mrs. Betty Reed of Cape
to Blytheville, Ark. Tuesday for proved.
Covina, Calif.; and three grand- tine Seay Pittman.
and Leland Adams.
Girardeau and Miss Joan Asthe funeral of their aunt. Mrs.
Several from this community at- children.
Survivors include—five sons, J.
of Cape Girardeau.
Read The Classitled Ads
Louella Head.
She was the daughter of the late Voris Canter of Akron, Roy R. bridge
tended the F. F. A. Father and Son
Mrs. McDade lived here for a
CENSUS DAY APRIL I
Mrs. Jessie Brown is spending Banquet at the Mt. Pelia Com- Benjamin and Hannah Reed Wil- Canter of Detroit; Lowell C. Cannumber of years, until several
several days with Mr. and Mrs. munity Center last Thursday son.
ter of Lynnville; Paul Canter of
Friday, April 1, census enumermonths ago when she moved to
Wilson,
Reece
Durrell Terrell. She returned last night. Dent McMinn and Jimmy,
were
Pallbearers
Lynnville; Byron Canter of Loators all over the United States
Fulton - Union City highway
Girardeau.
Cape
Roy
Kilgore,
from
several weeks visit Beecher Finch and David, Cecil Loyce Wilson, Wayne
weekend
gansport, Ind.; two daughters,
Services were held Wednesday begin the gigantic task of countto her son. Billie and family in De- Barber and Jimmy, Mike Nanney Fuqua, Jr.. David Fuqua and Wil- Mrs. Marshall J. Hobson of DeMar. 311-1, Apr. 1
Wed.-Thur.-FrL,
at 3:30 at the Hornbeak Funeral ing every resident of the nation.
troit.
troit and Mrs. Ronald Timons of
and Gerald, Willie Harwood. and liam Wayne Kilgore.
Home chapel. The Rev. John Lai- Questionaires have already been
(Starts at 8:35)
Mr. and Mrs. Van Wenn spent Bobby, Kellie Jones and Larry,
Indianapolis; a brother, J. Tom
da, pastor of the First Baptist received by residents of Fulton,
UP PERISCOPE
the weekend with Mr. and Mrs. frank Parrish and Donald, RayPittman of Mayfield; a sister, Mrs.
and
each
is
aske
din
out
fill
the
Church, officiated.
With James Garner
Harvey Vaughan. Mike Wright al- mond and James Walls. Harvey
Leonard Cook of Lynnville; 13
questionnaire and have it ready
(Also: starts at 7:00)
so came with them tram Memphis. Vaughan, Charles Gibson and
when the census enumerator calls
M r a. Marguerite Cummings grandchildren and five great
Girl In Black Stockings
The
They also visited Mrs. Minnie probably others whose names were Byrd of Route 1, Water Valley grandchildren.
at your home.
With Mamie VanDoren
Bran.n who was a patient at the not remembered were from this died suddenly Saturday night at
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MATS and STRAC: An Essential Defense Team
Probably few citizens of this country - - unless they have husbands,
sons or close kin in military service - have any conception of today's Army,
its strength, its dispersion or its capabilities.
To most of us, our Miliary establishment is something that must be big
because it is' expensive and takes a
whale of a lot of tax money each year
to operate . . . as best as we can remember, about forty billion dollars of
the national budget is spent annually
for national defense.
As a member of the Army Reserve
on active duty for a three week period
this month, I have just returned from
Puerto Rico, during which time I had
the opportunity to "look in" on some
of this Military program and see for
myself just how well it is organized
and functioning.
If you are interested in where some
of your taxes-spent-for-defense are
going, I hope that this little account
will prove informative. I would like to
tell you about some of it.
To begin with, Army Secretary
Brucker points out that almost half
of Army strength and more than half
of its operating force is stationed
overseas, poised along the entire border of the Free World, or wherever
contact may be made between the
forces of Freedom and those of international Communism, linked in a
great mutual defense system with
more than 40 other nations.
This force is the "forward" force,
termed by Brucker the "Forward
strategy".
Backing up these overseas units is
a battle-ready organization located
here in the U. S. interior, consisting
of one Infantry and two airborne divisions, forming the Strategic Army
Corps, or STRAC. The three divisions
in STRAC are prepared to move out
to any point in the world in a matter
of hours, either to back up U. S.
troops or to be sent to other areas
where there are no U. S. troops deployed.
One of thse battle-ready airborne
divisions in STRAC is the 101st Airborne at Ft. Campbell, Ky; the other
is the 82nd Airborne at Ft. Bragg,
N C. The 101st is ready, day or night,
365 days a year, to load advanced
combat elements in aircraft within
two hours of an initial alert; the 82nd
7an similarly load within
three hours.
The big questionmark before the
house for these last several years has
been: can these STRAC divisions be
airlifted to some distant point and
supplied over an extended period?
The airlift responsibility belongs not
to the Army, but to a branch of the
Air Force known as the Military Air

Transport Service, or MATS.
This was the reason for exercise
BIG SLAM/PUERTO PINE, just
concluded this week in Puerto Rico.
Twenty-two thousand men and some
fourteen thousand tons of equipment
were airlifted from bases all over the
U. S. to Puerto Rico, to test the mobility of the Strategic Army Corps and
the ability of MATS to do the job.
It was a monumental job, but a
worthwhile "dry run" for the real
thing, should that ever occur. We
understand that MATS used almost
50`,70 of all the planes it has, in order
to do the job. The Army, in turn, had
to plan carefully for its loading, unloading, timing, supply and close coordination with MATS. It was the
biggest peace-time airlift in history.
In Puerto Rico, the exercise was a
sight to behold. Every 7 1/2 minutes
a transport plane landed from the
States, either at Ramey Air Force
Base on one of the Island or at Roosevelt Roads Navy Base at the other.
Ground service crews serviced the incoming planes in a big semi-circle, at
the same time they were being loaded
or unloaded. As soon as a plane was
serviced (1/2 hour, up) it was loaded,
departed its slot in the circle and
went back to the States for another
,oad, leaving its opening for the newest incoming plane. Troops and equipment were whisked off the field as
soon as possible, and removed to
training areas nearby.
The whole exercise went smoothly
Ind is a tribute to the close possible
coordination of the Army and the Air
Force to do a job. To a lesser extent,
but also directly involved, was the
Navy: Air Force and Army used a
Navy base for landings, and Navy
maintenanc crews and planes were integrated in the whole-operation.—
I was an Army officer stationed at
a Liaison office in San Juan, located
in a Coast Guard hanger on a Navy
base, guarded by the Marines. I worked with an Air Force officer and a
Navy Chief Petty officer, and our office included a Lieutenant in the
Puerto Rican National Guard as an
assistant. We all worked hard, but we
worked well together, as did every.
Dne involved in the entire exercise.
The air lift to Puerto Rico was a
typical demonstration of the fact that
a ground army must have an adequate
and ready air transport at its disposal
to be effective. The whole exercise
was observed closely by the entire U.
S. Defense establishment and by Congress. As I left Puerto Rico last week
I felt very confident that in STRAC
and MATS we have a good Army-Air
Force team, ready to go anywhere,
anytime, in a matter of hours.

SERMONErrE OF THE WEEK

--Why Divorce Doesn't Work
by Joan Mitchell
I SHOULD have hated the word
"divorce." Divorce took my parents
from me when I was a child, during
those freedom-seeking days after the
First World War, when God's law
against divorce became unfashionable.
But for a long time divorce seemed
like a sensible practice to me. It is
only with mature reflection that I
realize the tragedy of the broken
home.
THE ARGUMENTS for divorce
can sound very very logical: "Why
live with a faithless or improvident or
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just incompatible spouse?" or "Nothing is worse for a child than to be
caught in the crossfire of his parents'
conflicts." But these arguments for
divorce do not stand the test of experience, or the greater logic behind
God's law.
I had a friend whose husband went
from surliness and bad temper to
idleness and heavy drinking. My
friend managed as best she could for
a while, but finally her spirit snapped,
and taking the baby with her, she
divorced him. She was married a few
years later to a successful business
man. They lived in an exclusive suburban neighborhood, had cars and
servants, but she still wasn't happy.
THE REASON for her unhappiness
then dawned on me. In both marriages my friend had been concerned
only with her happiness, and happiness was impossible to her in any
marriage. Divorce wasn't a change; it
left her exactly as she was before —
selfish to the core.
THE GREATEST tragedy about
divorce is what it does to children. A
child is the strongest proof that there
once was love in a marriage — a love
to build on — and the good of the
child is the fundamental reason for
God's law against divorce.

STRICTLY BUSINESS
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FROM THE FILES—
Turning Back The Clock—
MARCH 21, 1140
Hendon Wright was elected as
president of the Y. M. B. C in a
three-cornered race between R.
V. Putnam, L. Kasnow and himself. Foad Homra was chosen as
vice president. Bertes Pigue as
treasurer and M. L. Parker, secretary. were renamed to fill their
respective offides.
R. V. Putnam will act as assistant secretary. The board of directors is composed of Ernest Fall.
Jr., Carter Oliver and Joe Hall.
Mr. and Mrs. Bill Browning announce the birth of a daughter.
weighing seven pounds and ten
ounces, born Wednesday morning
In the Fulton Hospital.
Mrs. John Morris was hostess
Tuesday at her home on Jefferson
street, entertaining members of
the Tuesday afternoon Bunco
Club, of which she is not a member. Among the three tables of
players were two other visitors.
Mrs. Tom Cursey and Mrs. Cecil
Wiseman.
Mrs. Jewell McClain, representative of the local Stipreme Forest
Woodman Circle, was in Paducah
last week to assist in completing
plans for the district convention of

Milton colored school.
Woodman Circles, which will be
held at the Irvin Cobb Hotel in
Paducah on Saturday, May 25.
Jim Poole of Dobson, N. C., signed a contract Monday to manage
the Fulton Tigers for the coming
year. Poole is a former big league
first baseman, having played with
Philadelphia. Brooklyn and Nashville and comes to Fulton well
recommended.
in the annual Regional Music
Festival held at Murray State
College March 22-23, Fulton High
students participating received
high ratings. On Friday Miss LaNelle Bugg. daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. L. T. Bugg, received a rating
of superior in flute and piccolo.
She was accompanied by Mr. Steve
Wiley. Miss Donna Jean DeMyer
was rated as good in piano solos.
J. 0. Lewis was unanimously re
elected superintendent of the city
schools at the monthly meeting of
the Fulton Board of Education
held Monday night. The following
were reelected principals: W. L.
Holland, of the high school, Yewell
Harrison of Carr Institute. Mrs.
Jessie Lee Fleming of Terry-Norman, and Abelbert Dumas of

Thursday, at a joint meeting of the
Mayors' Committees of the TwinCities at the Fulton Court House
Thursday night.

Two Young Men
Injured In Wrec

The committees in charge of the
planting are to meet at the Fulton
Two young men were I
Ball Park Thursday at 1 p. m.
one seriously, Monday maiming
about 815 when the convertible in
Recently Morris Hancock took which they were riding left the
his young son fishing. After a highway and overturned on Highwhile the lad said to his daddy, way 45E in South Fulton in front
"Why do you get fun out of of the Park Terrace Restaurant.
drowning worms"
Those injured were Jim Bates.
20, and Joe Hahn, 16, both of
Miss Beverly Burgess, who has Resotum.
Bates received a serious head
been visiting in Puerto Rico with
her sister. Mrs. W. R. Heaslet and injury, cuts and bruises, and
family since March 4, is expected Hahn received cuts and bruises.
to return to Fulton around April
Both boys were taken to Hill1. Miss Burgess has also been visit- view Hospital in a Whitnel ambuing other places in the Caribbean. lance. Later Bates was transferred
to a Memphis hospital.
At the time of the accident the
Over the weekend I had a nice
chat with Mrs. Otis Bizzle and car was traveling north.
heard for the first time something
Both the South Fulton police and
of the trip to Guatemala she and the Tennessee Highway Patrol inher husband made back in Novem- vestigated the accident.
ber, to visit their daughter, Nell,
and her family. It was all quite
Spain or to another country. While
interesting and we are looking forward to seeing the movies Mr. on vacation they plan to look the
countries over before deciding os
BizrJe made while there.
where they want to be transferred.
Nell, her husband and their
children will be here soon for a
I also had a delightful chat Suntwo weeks' visit, then the
adults
will leave for a vacation trip to day with Mrs. Paul Hornbeak. She
Europe. while the children remain was telling of the vacation trip to
Mexico. she and her husband made
here with ,their grandparents.
recently. They seem to have had
Nell's husband is an attorney quite an
interesting time. They
with an oil company and ever
so spent almost a week at Monterrey
often he is transferred to
another and while there attended some of
country. Before going to Guatema- the sessions
of a Rotary Convenla, he and his family were in
Cuba. tion 6eIng held at their hotel. They
His next transfer will be to either
also met•couple of movie stars.
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ing with me at night - and believe
On Sunday, April 3, from 8 to
it or not. she didn't know how.
9:30 p. m. (CST) Columbia
either. (She's been keeping house
Broadcasting System will present
for years.)
"Alas Babylon". on the "Playhouse 90" series.
When Daddy got up, I had to ask
him to start the washer and you
The play, adapted from a story
by Pat Frank, "Alas Babylon", should have heard him preach.
published by Bantam Books. Inc., Says he, "A girl as old as you
should. have already known how to
is the story of an atomic war, and
turn a washing machine on." But,
of a small town in Florida which
I didn't! Neither did Anna Belle!
remains an island of civilization
in a country side ravaged by radiOur friend, Edmond Khourie,
ation. It reveals, more movingly
The News paperboy and proprietor
than any primer, why Civil Deof a Lake Street popcorn popper,
fense shoUld command the attenhas expanded his business and is
tion of every American.
now selling bags of delicious peaGovernor Leo Hoegh, Admininuts in the downtown ifrea. If. you
strator of the Office of Civil and
Defense Mobilization. Linus Paul- haven't tried Edmorid's peanuts, do
so. They are cieliciqns.
ing, awarded the Nobel Prize for
Chemistry, 1954 and General
Last Wednesday morning I was
Thomas S. Powers, Commander of
pleasantly surprised when I got a
the Strategic Air Command are
long distance phone call from
high in their praise of the book.
General Thomas S. Powers has Jackson, Tenn. Calling was an old
friend of mine, Rita Sears Finks,
said that the book is - "Extremely
who used to work with me in
thought-proviking - in my opinion
Washington back in '43 and '44.
it should be a must on the reading
She and her Marine officer huslist of every American. and in
band and their three children were
particular, for all dependents of
enroute from North Carolina to
SAC."
California, where he was being
Mr. Marvin Sanders, South Fultransferred. They had stopped by
ton Civil Defense Director, adJackson to visit with his brother.
vises all local residents to watch —
Rita and I had a nice long chat,
this movie on April 3.
recalling good ole days in D. C.
My parents and I would like to
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Homra and
thank all our friends for their
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Simpson atmany acts of kindness during Mother's stay in the Fulton Hospital. tended the annual 40 & 8 convention in Biloxi, Miss, over the
Everyone has been so nice!
weekend. They left Fulton for
Biloxi
Friday morning.
the
being
in
Mother
Speaking of
Thursday morning the local 40
hospital. Did you know that until
a few days ago - in all my years - & 8 train was driven down by
Henry Edwards of Clinton, Kelly
I had never turned on a washing
V. Rose of Water Valley and
machine. Although I had never
Buddy Green of Mayfield, who is
had the occasion to do so, I would
a First District officer of the
have sworn it was the simpliest
American Legion.
thing on earth to do. But, do you
The group returned home Monknow what? I gathered up the
day.
dirty clothes, put them in the machine. Then, I couldn't get the
Final plans were made for the
thing to work. I called in Anna
planting of crepe myrtle here
Belle Edwards, who has been stay-
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One man has confessed to robbery of two Martin supermarkets
in recent weeks and has implicated
two other persons as fellow participants. The confessed burglar is
Homer McGowan, 17-year-o I d
.14egro of Union City. The two
other suspects, both Negroes, are
also from Union City and are also teen-agers. Weakley County
Sheriff Harold Cooper said McGowan is being held by Union City
Police but has not been charged.
McGowan confessed to the two
burglaries about mid-afternoon
last Wednesday after intensive
questioning by Chief Zollier Carter and Sheriff Cooper. He had
been questioned by the two officers several times Tuesday at
Union City, where that city's
police department had him in
custody. L,ast Wednesday he was
transferred to Martin for further
questioning.
After orally confessing to the
robbery of the Big Star Supermarket February 19 and the Liberty Supermarket March 15, McGowan signed statements detailing
the two crimes and was then re-
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Colored Boy Arrested For Robberies ,
Makes Many Conflicting Statements 101
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Sothosiasd'a NORD' Timm
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Approved by Doctors World's Most Comfortable
Truss

CITY DRUG CO.
408 Lake St.

Fulton

turned to Union City.
McGowan has told official conflicting stories as to his accomplices. He at first named his accomplices as Martin Negroes, but
then admitted that his statsiment5
implicating them were false. He
next gave police the names of two
other Negroes, one from South
Fulton and the other from Clinton. Kentucky. as his accomplices.
However, last Wednesday night
McGowan repudiated this statement also and implicated two
other Union City Negroes. The two
were taken into custody for preliminary examination.
In his confession concerning the
Wt Side Big Star. McGowan said
that he and his two alleged companions came to Martin from
Union City Friday night, February 19, arrived here about 10:55.
He said that one of the others
broke the window in the rear, entered, and opened the door. McGowan then joined this one and
the two spent about an hour ramsacking the money. He said that
some $800 was placed in an orange
or yellow bag and the other $200
in a white bag.
His statement covering robbery
of the Liberty Supermarket Tues.,
day. March 15, added that the
three got to Martin from Union
City about 12:15 a. m. McGowan
said that he opened the window
and that he and one accomplice
then entered the store and worked
Inside about two hours on the
safe He stated that $2000 was obtained.
McGowan claimed that the three
would hitch-hike around and
would split up after the jobs.
The many conflicting statements
made by McGowan to Martin and
Weakley County police have led
to doubts as to the authenticity of
his own confession. Sheriff Cooper
said Thursday morning.
BURR PISTOL
The pistol used by Aaron Burr
in his duel with Alexander Hamilton is on display at the Old State
Capitol, Frankfort, Ky.
KY. PRODUCER HEMP
During the 1850's, Kentucky
produced most of the hemp grown
In the United States.

2,•4•••
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GOVERNOR BERT COMES 'helps launch the 1960 Easter Seal
Campaign of the Kentucky Society for Crippled Children by buying
the first sheet of Easter Seals from 10-year-old Barry Scott Conway
of Frankfort. Young Conway has been a Patient at the societra
Cardinal Hill 0012111Onintlit Hospital at Leads1,10111.

Dedication ceremonies of the
new chapel at Western State Hospital will be held on Sunday afternoon, April 10 at 2.30 p. m., Harold W. Conran. M. D., Superintendent of the mental hospital announced today.
The chapel. declared surplus by
Fort Campbell, Kentucky authorities. was purchased and moved to
the hospital grounds with the aid
of the army engineers at the Fort.
Funds to finance the reconstruction and decoration of the chapel
were raised by a campaign extending into the thirty-four western counties of the hospital district. Joe V. Rose. Hopkinsville
businessman, headed the Community Committee which has
raised over $13.000 during the past
eight months.

and Sheriff's fee.
These delinquent tax claims, when sold, become • lien upon the
property described on each tax bill and are subject to 12 percent
Interest per annum and costs.
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Alexander, William T. & Beatrice
Birmingham. Reed
Brown, Taylor B.
Carter, Herman J. & Thelma
Cash, W. Z.
Copeland. Clarence R.
Ellis. James A.
Estes, Lee
Hamblin, Julian Joseph
Hastings, Ernest & Mary Marie Laird Hastings
Henderson. Cartes 8g Patrice
Hibbs, Sam
Holifield, Peelle
Holifield. Peter Estelle
Ingram, Irvin
Kelly, J. E.
Kenney, Will Allen
Kerney. W. A.
Linton, Mrs. Cora
Madding, Jack
Mann, Samuel Leon
Morris, Reba Patterson
Morris, Reba Patterson & Vestige. Morris
Moss, L. L.
McMillen, Harold
Owens, Henry
Owens, R. A.
Patterson. L. M. & Mildred
Patton, Eliza M.
Patton, Mose, Jr.
Polk, Ezra
Scales. Orley
Sikes, D. S.
Smith, Mettle
Tribble, Tom, Est
Vaughan, Mayme Carter
Walker, Martha S.
Wallace, Berry, Est.
a
Walters, Sam
Waters. Hazel
Wells, Rich
Williams, Mary Barton
Winstead, Mrs. Minnie
Worley, John
FULTON COUNTY NO. I-CAYCE
Caruthers, Robert*
Cox, Travis
Doughty, Mary S.
Elliott, R H.
Johnson, Alex, Est.
Johnson, Edgar Leo & Vernell
Jones, S. N
Ross, Vina Ma

Mrs. Castleberry, a graduate of
Mr. and Mrs. Boone Guill of San
South Fulton High School, class of
marthe
California
Jose,
announce
9440e
riage of their daughter, Carolyn 1955, is presently employed by the
Sue, to Archie W. Castleberry, son Bank of America, South Palo Alto,
of Mr. and Mrs. 0. F. Castleberry California as a bookkeeper.
of Mansville, Oklahoma, on March
Mr. Castleberry is a carpenter
With JIM PRYOR
15, at 7:30 a. m.
with
Sted Associates of Palo Alto,
hiked
(amend
norkoloond Amok noels
The ceremony was performed
by their pastor, the Rev. R. S. EdManagement - - The Most
TRUCK TO BE IN FULTON
wards in the home of the bride's
Profitable Word In Farming
parents. before an improvised alEven in prosperous times some
The truck" from the Salvation
tar, impressively decorated with
farmers lose money, and other two
tall baskets of pink and white Army Men's Social will be in Fulfarmers earn good profits in ad- flowers on either side
of the fire- ton April 4. For pickup service
verse times. The question is, why? place, and white lighted candles on contact the Chamber of Commerce
office, phone 43.
There is no one answer, however, the mantle.
minagement plays a major roll as
The bride was given in marriage
research has pointed out. When by her father.
We have complete stocks
two farmers are in the same area,
Attending her sister as maid of
with the same soil type, compar- honor was Miss Floella Guill.
able investments, but whose
Bob Brown of Mountain View,
profits are wide apart, then the California served the ggoom as
to
largely
due
difference must be
best man.
management.
for HOME and FATUA
For her wedding the bride chose
Today. the rate of introduction a street-length dress of brocade
Machines
of new methods on the farm is at satin in princess style. She wore a
a terrific pace. It seems that about tiny white lace hat and carried a
BOTNETT ELECTRIC
the time a farmer learns the name white Bible, topped with a white
FULTON
of the latest antibiotic then along orchid and carnations.
PHONE 2U1
The maid of honor wore a fashcomes a new one. Changes that
would have been.spectacular once,
are now commonplace

Mrs. Sensing Is
District P-TA Head

Hospital Chapel
To Be Dedicated

I, M. F.. Garrison. Shertff and Tax Collector of Fulton County,
or one of my deputies. will on Monday. April 4. 1960, beginning at
the hoar of 1:30 P. all. Central Time. at the North door of the Courthouse In the City of Hickman. County of Fulton. State of Kentucky,
sell the following tax claims for real estate as listed; the number of
each tax reoilpt: name of each tax payer; amount of the taxes for
the assessment year of 1959, together with penalty, advertising costs

NAME

ion of pink Arnel, pleated from
shoulder to hem. Her accessories
were pink and she carried a white
orchid.

Dayton IT-Belts

SALE OF TAXES

TAX RILL NO.

Former Local Girl
Weds In California

Page

AMOUNT
$ 8.30
9.70
49.05
56.95
41.04
29.35
4.78
14.02
36.07
11.70
18.30
37.27
26.87
33.64
8.30
11.06
8.40
8.49
82.46
31.78
37.71
22.73
7.54
47.20
1515
23.04
43.48
24.12
17.24
140.56
11.70
14.48
46.06
41.53
5.02
11.70
3.40
11.70
8.85
6.17
8.30
6.17
20.26
25.10

Driver Cleared
In Hickman Trial
James Perry Byrd, of Crutchfield, charged with drunken driving was acquitted Thursday by a
jury at Hickman.
In pleading his case. Byrd
charged Patrolman Joe Hill slapped him. The patrolman-admitted
the charge, but said he did so
after Byrd tried to "run away."

Mrs. Sensing, a former president
of the Central School PTA in Clinton and First District program
chairman for the past three years.
succeeds Mrs. W. L. Bennett, Jr.,
of Paducah for a three-year term.
Mrs. Sensing is formerly of Fulton and is the daughter of Mrs.
Georgia Hughes of this city.

Joylettes Meet
With Mrs. Jackson
The Joylette Homemakers met
in the home of Mrs. Lillian Jackson, with the president, Mrs. Bessie Cummings presiding.
The next meeting of the club
nice games. The lesson was on
"Making Clothes Ocer."
Nine members were in attendance. The members enjoyed a delicious pot-luck dinnr.
The next meeting of the club
will be on the fourth Tuesday in
April with Mrs. M. E. Steel.
Miss Catherine Wilson is the
agent.

Read The Classified Ads

TV REPAIR
All Makes and Models
•
MOTOROLA
Sales and Service

•
Wade Television
Ill Lake St.

Phone 450

The Sweet Smell Of Success Could Be Yours
Free information about a home business . . raising Cabana
Marrone Nutria. If you want a business of your own. . and are
willing to work to achieve that business . .. this is your opportunity. You may go into Cabana Marrone ranching on a small
scale - - using it merely to supplement your present income. Or
you may want to invest in more animals and make of this a fulltime business. Your profits will be in direct ratio to the money,
time and effort you invest. It is up to you ... but remember...
the opportunity is here. Take advantage of it.
No, you can't raise Cabana Marrone Nutria in a penthouse
apartment .. or a hotel room .. but they can be raised anywhere
that zoning permits the raising of small animals such as chickens
or rabbits. The only other essentials are an adequate water supply and some good honest effort on your part. If you have the
ability to operate a successful business of your own we offer a
financial aid plan which will help establish you in your own
business. You have nothing to lose and much to gain in writing
for the booklets which we offer.
You will, when qualified, become a member of CNBA - Cabana Nutria Breeders Association. You will be one of over
2700 members in the United States, Canada, and our newest
State, Alaska. There are 25 distributing offices of-Cabana Marrone, coast to coast.

For complete information on how you can become part of this fast growing new industry, write
now to H. K. ARMSTRONG,Route 6, Benton. Kentucky. CBNA membership will be closed when adequate membership has been attained. So begin now,
while there is no waiting period.

Try "NEWS" Classified Ads

$6.656 In Savings
Bonds Sold In February
M. R. Jeffress, County Chairman
for Fulton County announced today that the sales of Series E and
H Savings Bonds in February was
*8.858. Cumulative sales for the
same period are $39,531. The
county's goal for 1980 is $333,850.
For Kentucky, in February sales
were $5.562,895 and the cumulative sales for the two-month
period are *11,188.483. The state's
annual 1980 goal is $430,700,000.
-
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COME ENTER

A big,wide,wonderful
new world of comfort!
"THIS IS WHAT
I CALL REAL
STRETCH-OUT R00111•
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Milestones of comfort .. ,yearly improvements in
facilities, beauty, helpfulness ... are Hornbeak's
assurances to the family of an outstanding funeral
service whenever sorrow occurs.
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$ 12.27
3.27
2.76
16.52
6.17
10.93
2.64
11.70

Mrs. Erl Sensing of Clinton was
elected president of the First District of the Kentucky Congress of
Parents and Teachers at a meeting
of the organization recently in
Princeton.

Farmers have always placed
great emphasis on knowledge in
the various fields such as dairying, field crops, soils, fertilizers,
etc. Now, and increasing in years
ahead. they will find it necessary
to develop another skill, that of
farm business management. We
are coming to realize that this
phase of agricultural education has
been somewhat neglected. In these
modern times, sound agricultural
management offers opportunity
for bigger profits from farming
operations. The best defination to
this phase of agriculture is learning to make the best decision at
the proper time. This is hard work
even though it requires little
physical effort except pencil and
paper and much thought on each
subject.
Profitable decisions are more
likely to result from thorough
planning on paper, backed by facts
and figures than from haphazard
methods. Changes now taking
place will not make the farm
manager's decisions any easier.
This is all the more reason for
learning how to think through
farm problems with a sound understanding of the economic questions'involved.
There is money to be made on
the farm and those who practice
principles of good management
will be the ones who make the
large share of profits. Will you be
included in that group in this decade of a changing agriculture.
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HORNBEAK
lemy/Wme
302 Carr St• Phone a u,

More duo ever, Ford is Wilt for people.
You're looking at the newest and most beautifully proportioned car on the road today.
The old-fashioned "dogleg" in front doorways is gone. There's
more hip and knee room, more shoulder room, too. Check that
up-to-3M greater visibility, and Ford's new, smartly sloping
Full-View Hood. And what upholsteriee! What trim!
And never did a car ride like this. New Wide-Tread Design
and 5-font-long rear springs keep you wonderfully level on
curves. Come in comfort-test the Finest Fords of a Lifetime!

60

FORDS
Nei FORD-W•RIN0 Fords el SUSSED
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FROM ANY POINT OF VIEW-FROM EVERY POINT OF VALUE -THE FINEST FADS Of A

moo wow owl
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VARDEN - GOULDER MOTOR COMPANY
LAKE STREET, EXTENDED

FULTON, KY.

PHONE 42
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If You're Interested in an A-1 Used Car-Be Sure to See Your Ford Dealer
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..Timeria
/4akes Changes

teaching Journalism at a MOO annual increase in salary and accepted - - all less than 24 hours
WATCH FOR opening of the Jet
after touching ground. I never did
Lanes soon - Fulton's new, mosthear that he mat any stories back
modern bowling alley! Only on.
to his peps&
aLL KINDS OF KEYS made of its kind for miles around.
Our "choice" story in our office
while yen wait. Ikirreeterse
In order to gam • better and
Ease Jibe" -Mal Mein.
FOR RENT: Large upstairs apart- more efficient staff, THE KXN- happened OLIO Saturday night. and
ment, corner of Second and West. NEL has made several personnel it was so strange that I sat down
By Janke 1Dmils
Teen Towns' major problem is til June, 1960.
FOR SALE - Tractor. Good coa- Call 929 or 367.
and wrote it up when it was all
changes for this semester.
Ever since last June, the top chaperones. This task has fallen
Cards must be shown when enlition. Complete with disc, cultiover, delivering copies to all con- floor of city hall has been the loalmost completely upon the Poet tering.
Five new members have been cerned so
vator and plow. Call 172. Ask for FOR SALE: Hampshire Boars and
they would know the cation for the Youth Center.
If rules are not obeyed, memleaders, Thomas Exton, Billy
added or transferred to the Busi- whole
Pop Easley. Smith's Cafe.
gilts out of 3 generations of Certitruth. For the next week I
The membership now numbers Johnson, and George Carter.
bership will be pernumenlly canness Staff. Mike Walker is As- was
asked for innumerable copies around 125 teen-agers from both
fied meat sires. Only top blood
Recently some of the parents celled.
sistant Business Manager; Linda of it from
My husband and I would like to
all over the country, and Fulton and South Fulton. Every have come to T. T. on Friday
lines. Herman Westbrook, Dresden,
If anyone wishes to attend T. T.
so
were
promoted
from
friends
who
has
been
Whitnel
all
our
thank
I
understand
it
is
coming
out
Tenn.
that
Friday and Saturday evening these evening and opened up and been and does not have a membership
reporter to Co-Sales Manager; in
kind to us during my recent stay
Time Magazine this week.
members have a place where they there to supervise. They were: card, he may either purchase one
in the Fulton Hospital. All your roa RENI: Flom sanding ma- Judy Moore has been made CoAppropriately, we named it may play cards. ping pang. check- Mrs. E. Beggs, Mrs. J. Morris, Mrs. at the door or pay a visitors fee.
acts of kindness were appreciated
chine and electric floor polish- Advertising Manager; Roland Car"Bag-NET", after the popular pro- ers, chess, or they may dance, W. %Shane'. and Mr. and Mrs. F.
more than we can say.
er and electric vacuums clean- ter is the new Co-Circulation Mangram. and wrote it in the same listen to records, or just sit around Jolley. Anyone who would like to MRS. SALLIE-new
Co-Assistant
Sanders
ager;
and
the
Marvin
Mrs.
ers. Exchange Furniture Co
Continued from Page One
Circulation Manager is Jimmy style. Here's the way it happened: and talk. Soft drinks, nuts, gum, assist the teen-agers in this way
Phone 35, Church Street
Time: 19 March 1960
etc. are sold for those who always should contact any of the Post well's death on January 12 of this
?CR THE BES1 Loess], Lin Office
Wright.
year, the two friends had a wonleaders.
Furniture buy Shaw-Walker. MAYTAG WASHERS, standard
There are six additions or pro- Locale: Isla Grande Press Liaison seem to be hungry.
and automatic models, $139.95 motions to the Editorial Staff: Office, Operation Big Slam/Puerto
All this has been brought about
The members of Explorer Post derful time together.
See James 0. Butts at The
Co.,
Caldwell
and up. Sales and service. Kay Morris, former Sales Man- Pine
by the hard work and effort of 43 are: Tommy Fields, Butch
Harvey
All the rairses love Mrs. White
Bennett Electric, Phone 201.
DRIVE-IN Office Outfitters,
ager, is now Co-Managing Editor; 5:30 pm: Four pieces of luggage ar- Explorer Post 43. Beginning in Buckingham, Merrell Davis. Gary and she calls all of them "DarPhone 674. We trade for your
rice on late shuttle from Barney April, the eighteen boys in the Williamson. Roland Carter, Wal- ling". She loves jewelry and the
FOR RENT—Sleeping rooms for Hal Warren has been made Assistold equipment_
AFB; owners, two Press women, post and their leaders took up lace Shankle, Charles Rice, Lynn nurses see that she has plenty of
News
Editor;
Judy
Burton
has
ant
men. Call Mrs. Leland Jewell,
taken the job of Feature Editor; already at Hotel La Concha. Press tiles. sanded floors, built platforms and Jimmy Newton. Barry Roper, costume jewelry to wear
315
Carr
Street,
phone
177.
install—
We
ANTENNAS:
TV
Mrs. White is the daughter of a
Wanda Cash has been promoted Liaison Office, alerted for late around the main room, painted, Jim Hinkle, Lynn Craven, David
trade—repair and move. Get
arrival of luggage. instructed to built the bar. and Thomas Exum. and John Cunningham. Jimmy Methodist minister. Her husband
D.
SEPTIC
tank
pumping:
call
C.
from
Copy
Editor
to
Assistant
our prices. We service all makes
one of the leaders, put in the rec- Wright. Jerry House, Vyron Mit- died many years ago. She has a
Thurman. Fulton, at 13:0 before Feature Editor, reporter Ronny forward post-haste to Hotel.
TV. Phone 307. Roper Television
chell, and Donnie Bennett.
son. Robert White, who is in the
7: am or after 4: (Saturday and Winston is now Assistant Sports 5:40 All transportation out on ord player.
The Junior Chamber of ComClub rules are: No smoking. insurance business t Union City,
Sunday, any hour.)
Editor, and Susan Stokes has been business. Women call office, deadded to the Staff as Assistant mand luggage. Told will deliver merce, Jaycees, Lions Club, Wade drinking, profanity, fireworks, or a daughter, M
ad Lee of
NOW is the time to get yonr Copy Editor.
Furniture and the Derby Restaur- unruly conduct.
via first car in.
Union City an
a grandson,
For The
Typewriter and Adding Macant have all made appreciated doNo intoxicated persons allowed. Thomas Lee. of Nashville.
Another addition is Danny Car- 5:55 Women again call office. Are
hine Overhauled. See Cleo
nations to Teen-Town.
No one is allowed to leave and
waiting
on
curb
at
hotel.
Demand
While visiting Mrs. White we
ver, who joins the staff as rePeeples, Service Manager of
Plans are now in the making for return.
luggage. Told no transportation
took a look around Haws Memporter.
The Harvey Caldwell ComMembership cards are good un- orial and found it a very charming
yet available. Tell officer in a Beatnic April I and or 2.
pany, DRIVE-IN Office Outcharge to deliver via cab.
place.
CNNI/L"
FROM TIM nu
fitters, Phone 674.
FROM TIM FES "KENNEL"
5:56 Cab called.
The nursing home - the only
Macbeths and the Lords' parts be6:05 Cab arrives. Baggage put in
licensed nursing home in Fulton
cause of a boy shortage.
cab. Driver instructed both in
If anyone thinks all of this is County is registered with the ABy Gary Williamson
English and in Spanish where to
extremely funny, just wait. You'll merican Nursing Home AssociWhy is no one the friend of
deliver baggage. Cab leaves. Bagation.
be doing it yourself next year!
TV and Radio Repair on
ghouls,
gage well and clearly tagged.
There are 30 beds and 27 pati"Double, double, toil and
All Makes and Models
TUX
FIRS
"ILEX
NEL"
FROIII
Vampires, mummies. and were6:30 Irate woman calls from La
ents now. There are 10 men and 17
trouble
Capitol and Columbia Stereo
wolves?
women located on the two floors.
Concha. No baggage yet arrived.
Fire burn, and caldron
and Ill-F1 sets
There are two couples at the
Assured is enroute, should be
bubble."
All the latest single records and Have you seen a crawling eye
perhaps?
home.
there. Urged to check all hotel
It's not a tongue-twister or a Crary as Pam Homra.
albums in Stereo, Hi-F1, Pop,
Or
ever
dined
on
mummy
Mrs. Haws, a local school teacher
wraps?
receiving
facilities
thoroughly.
curse,
it is Just the magic words Energetic as Kenneth Leggett, (or
Religious
and
Western
songs.
it
at
buy
Janice Davis).
A vampire has the best of taste,
and the widow of the late Dr. M.
Cab company very reliable.
for the witches brew in ShakeTough as Duncan Bushart
Type "o" blood never goes to
W. Haws. opened the nursing home
6:31 Supper leave delayed pending spear's "Macbeth."
Good a cheerleader as Kenneth on April 19. 1958. She is owner
waste.
arrival for baggage.
They probably sound vaguely
Leggett, Ladd Stokes, Ronny Win- and administrator. Mrs. Carlton
Step into a mummy's tomb,
6:46 Irate call from La Concha. familiar to you if you have
been
211 Commercial
Phone 73
ston, and Kenneth Bradley.
They line the walls of catacombs. No baggage. Officer puzzled.
Clark is supervisor. The nurses are
around the Seniors any. When you
Talented as James Reed.
A
were-wolf
Mrs. G A. Thomas, Mrs. Matti*
lives
in
someone's
Caller
reassured.
Local
cabs
Furniture Company
passed one who had a far-away
Scientifically-inclined as Mike
soul,
Essary, Mrs. Venita Worley, Mrs.
sometimes slow. Local custom.
look in his eye and was muttering
It's smart to save money — —
Walker.
And comes to life when the death 7:01 Fiery call from La Concha.
Jim Lucy, Mrs. Lila Payne. Mrs.
Fulton Bring your washing to the
Church Street
under his breath, he wasn't cursQuiet as Josephine Hancock.
Allie Mack. Mrs. Mable Davis.
bells toll.
No baggage yet. Office staff ing anyone (we hope),
just recit- Good a driver as Roland Carter.
Blood gushing from a fresh-slit
Mrs. June Parham, Miss Trull*
springs into action.
ing from "Macbeth."
Good a "Paul Revere" as ??7
Atkins and Mrs. Clara Lee.
throat
7:02 Cab company called. ExplanaYes, the witches, Macbeth. and Slow as Bill Burnette.
Fills
him
Ruben Pirtle is the male nurse
with
inspiring
hope.
tion
demanded.
Do
we know
• 24 washers
all the other characters of the play Good a Shakespearean fan as
and custodian. One of his Jobs is
But don't say ghouls are much
WHITE OAK TIMBER WANTED
driver? No.
Capacity 9 or 16 pounds
Mrs. Bennett.
to shave the male patients.
too few,
—We buy white oak standing •6 Dryers
7:10 Six other hotels near La Con- came to life in Mrs. Catherine
One might be sitting next to you.
timber, custom logs, custom
cha. No baggage fitting descrip- Bennett's senior English classes. Good a Conservation Club presi- Mary Margaret Rucker is the
Capacity 30 pounds each
Members of the class took the
dent as Phillip Andrews.
cook and Matilda Hunter is the
stave and heading bolts. Contio
Located on Carr in old King
tact us for prices and specificaFROM TUX res "KENNEL"
7:301hte call from La Concha. various characters' parts and read Good a speller as Thomas Carney. extra cook..
the play aloud. And in the fifth Vocabulary-minded as Sus•n
tions. L. C. Engle, Buyer Tel.
Motor Co. building:
Visitors are always welcome
Caller assured office checking
Accepting Nominations
hour class girls often had to read
5-2785 Martin, Tenn. C. A.
Stokes.
from 8 a. m. to 9 p. m. each day.
Open 7: a. m. to 10: p. m.
feverishly.
Ir
For Journalism Awards 7:32 Irate call from Major. Action
Lewis, Buyer Tel. Chapel 71812 Mayfield, Ky.
demanded.
Tone
highly
unpleasENJOY FRIGIDAIRE DELUXE QUALITY
Nominations for the annual EnFREE PARKING!
och Grehan and Marguerite Mc- ant. This could mean the end of
Laughlin awards for high school MATS.
WARD'S
newspaper and yearbook service 7:33 Cab company again called.
MTJSIC SHOP
are being accepted by the Uni- They are checking. Nothing furversity of Kentucky's School of thur to report.
RCA and Magnavox
7:35 Office desperate. All leads
Journalism.
Dr.
Niel
Plummer,
director
of gone. Effort to locate Puerto RiTV and Hi-Fi
Across From
the school, said staffs and advisors can Lt. who helped load baggage
Coca-Cola Plant
for high school publications may fail.
Phone TU 50404
Union City
nominate two senior students from 7:40 Cab company again called.
(Complete stock)
New voice answers. Yes, they
Mack Ryan
each category.
Good selection of records
Nomination blanks should be know about baggage. Cab was in
Charles
Stafford
filled out and returned by March accident. Driver had to go to
on LP and 45 rpm
Police station. Where is baggage?
26.
Mail orders---,SneCiai orders
It is now being delivered.
When it
7:44 Irate ladies at La Concha are
REPORT FROM—
Real Estate in Fulton
called. Delay explained. Apologies
Continued front Page One
tendered. Asked to standby for
see _____
empty. The Puerto Ricans got delivery any minute.
CHARLES W.BURROW there all right . . an hour later. 7:48 Major calls. Irate. Demands
A reporter from a Mid-South explanation. Gets it.
Phone 61
309 Walnut
daily arrived at Ramey, was sent 7:59 Chief strolls down hangar for
Long Termsto the Hotel at Aguadilla, went drink of water. Dashes madly
Farm Loans
-Easy Payments
out the next morning to visit the to office. Hurries Capt. to traffic
Conventional Loans
University there, was offered a job office of nearby Coast Guard.
FHA Loans
WANTED: Registered nurse. $300, Missing baggage sitting quietly in
—The very best selection of real room and board. Weakley County corner.
estate for sale at all times
Hospital, Martin, Tennessee. 3-tc. 8:00 Cab company called. Explanation demanded. Immeliate pickTOP prices for Walnut Umber, up and delivery demanded. Com— — All kinds —
logs or lumber, and other hard- pany explains that accident was
wood
logs and lumber. Miller had. Mee figures that delay
RENT
WE
— Crops. buildings,
Lumber Company, Inc., Jackson, was embarrassing, baggage reTenn; Phone 2-3761.
turned to sender to avoid unvehicles. etc.
NEW
Hospital beds
happy explanation to irate womONLY
Baby beds
en, waiting at curb at La Concha.
Cab company says no cabs availRoll-away beds
able for delivery at this time.
Vacuum Cleaners
8:03 Baggage dispatched by office
Floor polishers
vehicle. Special escort.
10.9 CUBIC FOOT
8:10 Major calls. Calm, measured
DOWN
speech. Explains that he is at
WADE FURN. CO.
208 Main St.
Phone 5
Police station. Is driving slowly
Fulton, Ky.
Phone 103
to hotel La Concha. Baggage was
Here's Your BEST Big Refrigerator for for quality, convenience and
40% Pork Booster Meal dispatched from Police station,
value. If you're counting every
Buy!
We've seen 'em all, and no 11
no? Surely will arrive before he
DON'T MOVE WPITIOUT
Cu.
ft.
model
today
can
match
this
penny (and who isn't?), this one
gets to hotel, no? Otherwise will
CALLING COLLECT
call again, expect proper ex1960 Frigidaire Deluxe Refrigera- Is for you!
planation. Very slow, measured,
For Every Occasion
40% Pork Booster Pel- distinct
555 FULTON, KY.
speech.
lets.
8:11 Office holds breath. Hopes
HALLMARK greeting Cards
CHapel 7-1833
police station is located further
RYTEX "Personalised"
from La Concha than Coast
KY.
MAYFIELD,
Stationery
Guard hangar.
• Full-width, porcelain-enamel
• Frigidaire Meat Tender stores 9.7
16% Co-Op Dairy Feed 8:30 Silence.
9:00 Silence.
lbs. of fresh meats!
Hydrator-20.1 cits. capacity!
9:30 Office heads for neares bar.
•New Magnetic Door seals air-tight
•5-Shelf storage door even holds
Supper forgotten.
.
Fulton
Phone 25-3
k..4
half-gallon milk bottles!
all the way around,
Westpheling, Capt. R. P. Jr.
Discount for Quantity
Press Liaison, Isla Grande
ki.f.i.
,.:,..
and Bags.
PLUS... New, Feminine "Sculptured Sheer Look"I
urassee
"A
Feed
for
Every
Bring your repair jobs to
SAVE MONEY
FOR SALE
IN KENTUCKY — Small 41
Need"
Buy Auto Insurance on
WEBB'S
FRIGIDAIRE ADVANCED APPLIANCES...DESIGNED WITH YOU IN MINDI
acre farm, located approxiOur 3-PAY PLAN
Welding Blacksmith,
Preduti of 0
IMotors
mately 8 miles from town. Two
40% DOWN. 30% in 3 MOS.
and Machine Shop
bedroom modern home, good
30% in 6 MONTHS
barn. This is located 300 yards
JAMES C. CROFT,
No Interest. No carrying
off of black top and has private
owner and operator.
Charges.
road. If anybody starts up it,
GET THEM FIXED
Your policy is typed and
they will coming to see you.
RIGHT at
ready for you in a few minThis is a little dandy at $3,750.utes, and coverage is effec
00. ,
103 McDowell Street
live immediately.
Pierce-Cequin
to
next
WICK SMITH AGENCY
'TOUR FLOORS OF FINE FURNITURE"
Lumber Co.
INSURANCE FOR LESS
Wick Smith Agency
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CLASSIFIII3Lu

BEST
and

CLEANEST

NEW SYLVANIA TV

Fulton-South Fulton Youth Center
Is Local Explorer Post Project

Ghoulish Holiday

Immortal"Macbeth"
Trouble To Seniors

USED FURNITURE

EXCHANGE

I Wish I Were As —

TWIN CITY RECORDS

Fulton Lauaderette

LAKE STREET
LIQUOR STORE

FARM LOANS

FARM INSURANCE

FRIGIDAIRE

MR. FARMER

Atkins, Holman
and Taylor

SAVE ON

Deluxe Model Refrigerator

FEEDS

FLOWERS

$4.45 Cwt.

$4.65 Cwt.

Scott's Floral Shoppe

GILLUM

I TRANSFER CO.

GET ALL THIS...AND SAVINGS,TOO!

$3.00 Cwt.

TODAY...SEE IT, at

Fulton

REAL ESTATE

$29.95

Phone 345

Graham Furniture Co.

southern States
Cooperative
Felton. Kentucky

CALL 62 — 160

WALNUT STREET

PHONE 185
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